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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Finland has been deemed a crossroad for air transport in airline marketing within the context 
of Europe and Asia. It has also been named a “gateway to Asia” from Europe. This setting is 
the basis for my study of the air transport network specialization in the Baltic Sea Area. This 
study also aims to investigate what conditions make this setting possible and where its future 
lies. Many changes have influenced the air transport sector in the recent past. The sector has 
grown at a rapid pace since the creation of wide-bodied long range aircraft in the late 1960s. 
The more recent developments have included the creation of unregulated transport between 
nations and the increased tourism of middle class. With increasing tourism, affluence and 
population, the air transport networks have developed in unison.  
 
A multi-hub transport system is one where many individual nodes of transport serve similar 
markets in a close proximity to each other and the actions taken by actors at one node will 
influence the decisions of others. The situation in the Baltic Sea Area deserves particular 
attention of study, because it is on the edge of the side of Europe which is closest to Asia’s 
vast populations, it is bordered by sea on two sides as well as being split internally by the 
Baltic Sea and its extensions. Also within the region are historical trade ties that influence 
trade within the region. 
 
 Within this region are nine sovereign nations which interact with each other. This situation 
creates unique circumstances for the creation and evolution of transport networks: especially 
air transport networks, which do not depend upon expensive transport infrastructure between 
its origins and destinations in order to function.  
 
The purpose of this study is to examine the conditions that enable and develop air transport 
systems and to examine the local conditions in the Baltic Sea Area pertinent to the 
geographies of air transport systems. This study will quantitatively describe the existing 
transport links and the difference in the potential transport demand of the study area. The aim 
is to review possible outcomes of the airline geography in the future from the view of the 
selected study cities of Copenhagen, Helsinki, Oslo, Riga and Stockholm.   
 
II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
Airline networks’ geographic displacements are the sum of economic, national and 
geographic factors. This interplay in the Baltic Sea Area has been studied before by Christian 
Matthiessen (2004) and the same study area is repeated here for discourse. He analyses the 
city-hierarchy of the area, where the primacy of Copenhagen is emphasized in the 
international air transport flows.  
 
Airline geographies are studies about the interaction between cities and the way they network 
with each other. Airlines operate by connecting passengers and freight at two points in space, 
spending the rest of time in a non-interactive state when flying between the points. It is often 
so that those two points in space are airports located in or nearby the cities of the world. 
Therefore it is convenient to discuss and analyze on one hand cities and their ranks based on 
airline networks and on the other hand airline networks based on the networks of cities (fig.1).  
 
 
Figure 1. Conceptual framework between cities, passengers, airlines and their hubs and their 
relation to the methods used.  
The study is divided into a theoretical and an empirical part in order to gain understanding of 
the structural facts of the airline business and its relation to geography. The theoretical part of 
this study is divided into four parts that reflect the interaction between the main factors which 
affect airline geographies: First, the passengers’ utility as the basis of the transport system is 
reviewed. Then the operational and economical characteristics and geography of airlines is 
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analyzed. Thereafter the hierarchies of the cities as nodes of airline networks are discussed. 
Finally the role of states as stakeholders and benefactors of airline networks is examined.  
 
The theoretical framework lays the background for the empirical case study of airline 
networks in the Baltic Sea Area. The empirical part studies the passenger flows from the 
region between the selected study cities and compares their occurrence to the natural transport 
demand that exists between points. These findings are compared with Matthiessen’s (2004) 
similar study of the same geographic area, which reflect the multi-hub airline transport 
network of the region. 
 
Consumer choice 
 
Any investigation into air transport must include an investigation on the basis of transport: the 
passenger. Passengers are essentially the key elements, apart from airfreight and airmail, 
which the air transport industry serves, by moving them from the origins to their destinations. 
All activities of airlines and their affiliates are essentially the manifestation of this fulfillment 
of the desires of passengers.  This section illustrates the functioning of the passengers’ 
decisions and actions that can create and alter transport networks.  
 
Whenever a desire for a product or service exists, there is a demand for that product or service. 
Demand is limited by the amount of goods or services available and the amount of money that 
consumers are willing to use for them. The quantity of goods or services demanded depends 
inversely on the price of those goods or services: Higher the price, less the goods or services 
demanded (Parkin 2000). As airline transportation is relatively expensive, it is not very high 
in the daily demand of consumers; albeit that it may be very high in their desires.  
 
Products or services can also be substitutable: when a single good’s price increases relative to 
other goods, consumers substitute its consumption to other goods. An example of substitution 
can be the price of soda per unit of juice: when the amount of money needed to purchase one 
unit of soda increases other things being equal, people may substitute it for juice. Conversely, 
when an airline’s product price increases, example being the price of a trip from Helsinki to 
New York, passengers may prefer another airline’s product for the same trip. Precisely for 
this reason, airlines may choose to compete with each other by lowering prices relative to one 
another, the point being for gaining more traffic with lower prices. This strategy is available 
up to a certain limit. 
 
Consumer’s choices for goods or services are limited by the amount of money they have 
available, or by what is called their budget. The budgets of consumers limit their choices so 
that they may choose only certain combinations of products. This combination is driven by 
the concept of utility, which states that a consumer may receive only a limited amount of 
utility as the amount of goods or services purchased is increased. This is called the principle 
of diminishing marginal utility. In all cases, a consumer seeks to maximize the amount of 
utility received by seeking the most rational combination of goods and services (Parkin 2000).  
 
Passengers’ willingness to travel by air and to pay for it is related to the utility received from 
the service. This utility consists of fulfillment of the passengers’ desire and needs of reaching 
the destination in time, safely and while receiving adequate service. The willingness of a 
passenger to pay for these factors may be equal or over the price requested by the airline for 
them: creating a surplus of service for the passenger. This willingly supplied service is 
commonly called consumer’s surplus: it is the difference between the consumer’s willingness 
to pay curve and the quantity supplied per price curve (fig. 2).  
 
 
            Figure 2. Consumer surplus (CS) is the shaded area above the surplus line. 
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Air passengers do not differ from other consumers in that they are a segmented group where 
each individual has their own needs and preferences. An airliner full of people might consist 
of tourists, business travelers and social visitors. All of these groups have their own 
segmented preferences that the airline fulfils by moving them from their origin to their 
destination.  Business travelers are different from tourists in that they might prefer faster 
connections and therefore tend to be more time-sensitive in their travels. However, business 
travelers may have similarities to social visitors in that both may be time-sensitive for their 
needs. A tourist is on a nonobligatory trip that is enabled by his or her income and the 
availability of airline service and is usually less dependent on the ability of the airline to meet 
his schedule (Holloway 2003).  
 
The Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD 2003) determined 
that the demand for passenger transport are caused by: 
 
• commuting 
• access to consumption 
• visiting friends and relatives, and 
• journeys that are made for the journey itself 
 
The demand for air transport can be divided into macro and micro-level demand drivers. 
Firstly, macro-level demand consists of things such as real prices and gross domestic product 
(GDP). Also what drives demand at macro-level are the geo-economical factors such as 
distance and the amount of interaction cities have between them. Macro-level demand drivers 
have been the target of sizeable amounts of research concerning air transportation. Most 
research concludes distance, population and gross domestic product being the strongest 
factors of demand for transport between two locations (Jorge-Calderón 1996; Holloway 2003; 
Groshce et al. 2007; Hazledine 2009).  
 
At micro-level, the demand for a specific kind of transport product can be distinguished from 
the macro-level demand arising from geographical factors. This micro-level demand usually 
consists of preferences for airlines’ abilities to respond to the passengers’ needs for schedules, 
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safety and travel time. Micro-level demand arises from the segmentation of airline passengers. 
Different passenger groups have different needs for these amenities (Holloway 2003; Chen et 
al. 2009). 
 
Airline operations 
 
Airlines are the basic operators in the system of air transport together with states and 
passengers. Airlines are usually corporations which aim to generate revenue and profits by 
transferring passengers and freight from one point to another. Airlines’ development has been 
coupled to the technological development of aircraft that has provided them with increasing 
numbers of available destinations further away. The airlines must operate within the rules of 
economic demand and supply of transport as well as within the regulation of the societies they 
operate in.  
 
The demand for air transport was first produced by the mail carrying aircraft of the United 
States’ Postal Service in the 1920s. These air transports were made possible by the 
technological development of aircraft for war waging during the First World War. The first 
postal air routes in the United States were organized between the great cities, in example New 
York, Chicago and San Francisco. At the major stops, the routes were incorporated with 
smaller feeder routes to feed traffic or mail in and out of the trunk routes. As these routes 
were developed by the governmental Post Office Department and then tendered to airlines, 
airlines began to offer seats to passengers to raise more revenue for a single flight. The 
resulting development was that airplane manufacturers that eventually prevailed in the 1930s 
were those that included cabins for passengers in their planes (Wensveen 2007).   
 
During the period from 1938 to 1978, airline passenger traffic increased 267-fold in the 
United States. Prices of airline tickets and airlines’ financial yields remained almost stable 
while inflation decreased the real value of money 40-fold. A non-competitive route system 
offered respite to airlines despite decreasing real yields. As the routes were tendered by the 
United States’ Civil Aeronautics Board, an airline did not have to face concomitant 
competition along a route which would place their profits at a risk. The result was a 
remarkably stable system of airlines operating along specific geographic corridors, where they 
were able to operate free from interference (Wensveen 2007; Goetz et al. 2009). The system 
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was not a national exception; it was also in use internationally. Airlines operating between 
different nations could not compete; rather the routes between countries were reserved for the 
national carriers.  
 
The shift from a regulated system to a deregulated free market guided transport system came 
not from the airlines, but from academics. In 1978, the United States Congress passed the 
Airline Deregulation Act, which eventually disengaged the government from controlling air 
transport markets. Most airlines and the financial stakeholders of airlines opposed the 
Deregulation Act of 1978. The need for the act stemmed from the technological development 
of large aircraft which reduced costs and also from the high sensitivity of the industry to the 
recessions of the 1970s. Oil crises and recessions during the 1970s had revealed that 
government-regulated airlines tended to suffer from oversupply as passenger demand fell and 
oil prices increased (Wensveen 2007). Eventually a solution to increase the efficiency of the 
airline sector was formulated from economics academia and free market ideology (Goetz et al. 
2009). 
 
The Deregulation Act of 1978 was a cornerstone for the development of the industry and for 
the passenger. The developments of the demand for air travel during the 20th century were the 
result of the development of mail aircraft as people carriers, that eventually led to the mass 
produced wide-bodied airliner. The sector was supplied with larger aircraft that had increased 
range. With increased range aircraft available new destinations became available and with 
new destinations and decreasing prices, passenger demand grew.  
 
Before, the supply of air transport services was largely decided by the central government, 
which has interests to control the where and when of air transport in order to aid regional 
economic development (Graham 1998; Bowen 2000; OECD 2003). Now those interests 
shifted to the operator – the airline itself. As mentioned before, transport demand follows few 
natural exogenous factors, such as GDP and population. Deregulation meant that the supply 
of air transport was shifted from following the interests of governments to the interests of 
passengers and airlines. Deregulation marks a remarkable paradigm shift in air transport. 
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Economic characteristics of airline operation 
 
To understand the operating needs of an airline, a review of its economic characteristics is 
undertaken here. This review is used to analyze the workings of an airline in a deregulated 
environment that has emerged in the last 30 years. The airline’s costs and revenues can be 
divided into several different segments each having its own unique way of influencing the 
way an airline is run. The different segments together add together to the total cost of the 
airline, which is a key determinant of the geographies of airline operations.  
 
Airlines ever since their beginning have been highly endowed with the benefits of scale 
economics. According to Holloway (2003) these benefits can be divided into three different 
categories each reducing unit output cost in a different way: economics of density, scale and 
scope. In every different way, it is usually economical for an airline to increase its output, 
whether it is increasing the number of seats available per flight, increasing the amount of 
flights per day, increasing the amounts of planes it owns or operates and increasing the 
amount of destinations available for its passengers – as long as there is sufficient demand.  
 
 Costs matter, because the ability of an airline to supply traffic to meet demand depends on 
the ability of the airline to reduce its costs to create sufficient profit. In an ideal world, the 
pricing that airline offers to its passengers is based on the marginal cost pricing principle, 
where supply is increased until the airline’s marginal costs increases more rapidly than 
marginal revenue. A graphical representation of this principle is illustrated in figure 3. It 
should be noted that revenue due to demand is an exogenous factor – being “given” by the 
market (Holloway 2003; Wensveen 2007). 
 
 
Figure 3. Airline A has reduced its costs to below the total revenue curve, being able to offer 
traffic at that market, while airline B cannot reduce its costs enough to offer profitable traffic. 
This principle applies to an entire network. 
 
The total costs of the airline can be divided into non-operating costs and operating costs. The 
non-operating costs arise from the financial costs of operating an airline, e.g. interest costs. 
The operating costs consist of both indirect and direct operating costs and fixed and variable 
elements in both segments. Fixed direct operating costs arise from the costs of aircraft 
ownership, maintenance and flight personnel costs. These costs are differentiated from 
variable operating costs that arise from the actual use of aircraft in creating output. While 
fixed costs for personnel stay stable with increasing output, variable costs increase as output 
is increased. This applies to maintenance costs also, while fuel costs, airport and air traffic 
services charges are all-variable costs (Seristö et al. 1997).  
 
Indirect operating costs emerge from the general marketing, administration, ground facilities 
and passenger services. These can also be fixed, in example aircraft hangars, ticketing 
equipment and office facilities; or variable, such as catering and ticket commissions to travel 
agents (Holloway 2003: 274). Any excess revenue after these costs is profit for the airline, 
hence when costs are reduced, more money is made by the airline other things being equal.  
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The airline output unit, the available seat kilometer (ASK), has characteristics that are unique 
to transport. An ASK when produced, must be consumed at once, hence it is a perishable 
product which cannot be stored for further use. Combined with the fact that airline demand is 
actually very cyclical and varies seasonally, an oversupply situation can easily emerge when 
output is matched only to supply peak demands (Holloway 2003: 196). 
 
Combined with the economics of scale, the shift towards deregulation has caused airlines to 
increase their operating size, usually fusing themselves with other airlines. Both Wensveen 
(2007) and Goetz et al. (2009) have noted that the amount of airlines operating has declined 
substantially and that in 1997, 97 percent of airline passenger traffic in the United States was 
controlled by just ten large airlines. It is also worthwhile to note that from 1977 to 2007, 
airline passenger traffic increased threefold in the United States. 
 
Both Wensveen (2007: 179) and Holloway (2003: 229) agree that airlines’ economic 
operating characteristics resemble most closely oligopolies. An oligopoly is a market where 
there are such a small number of sellers that one’s decisions can influence the decisions of 
other sellers (Parkin 2000: 293). The realization and agreement that airlines operate within an 
oligopolistic market sets themselves special characteristics that influence their decisions. 
Airlines enjoy significant economies of scale where increasing output reduces the marginal 
cost of unit produced. Also, the airline sector has significant barriers to entry; mainly because 
of the airlines tend to protect themselves through mergers at their geographical hub locations 
(Dennis 1994).  
 
Larger airlines are better positioned to take advantage of the principles of discriminatory 
pricing. Discriminatory pricing is a practice where advantage can be taken by the seller by 
benefiting from the specific needs of the buyer, in example the time of travel. Discriminatory 
pricing maximizes producer surplus and minimizes the amount of passengers resorting to 
other airlines or just not showing up, or spillage and spoilage respectively. However, in order 
to benefit from discriminatory pricing, an airline must use capital-intensive computer 
reservation systems (CRS). Using a CRS successfully reduces the amount of commissions 
that an airline must pay to travel agents and it provides valuable information about demand 
for the airline. A prerequisite for the use of one’s own CRS is sufficient passenger volume 
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that reduces the unit costs of output sufficiently to sustain passenger demand: simply, it must 
not cost too much per passenger (Alamdari et al. 2006; Wensveen 2007: 180).  
 
Increasing trip stage-length, or the distance of a return trip, an airline can decrease unit costs 
due to the fact that per ASK, fixed costs decline due to increasing distance. It should be noted, 
however that different aircraft have different optimum ranges: At some point it becomes 
necessary to shed payload, which is revenue, to increase range. The airline’s operating 
average stage lengths are therefore highly determined by the fleet that the airline possesses 
(Seristö et al. 1997). This further restricts the choice of destinations available for the airline.  
 
It may also become necessary to adjust density, or the amount of traffic carried over a period 
of time. To achieve this, four factors can be adjusted: Firstly the percentages of filled seats on 
a flight can be increased, but this may increase spillage to competitors over time. More seats 
can be added to aircraft, creating more output per flight. Larger aircraft may be used for a 
route, given that demand is sufficient. Most importantly, frequencies of flights can be adjusted 
(Holloway 2003).  
 
Adjusting a route’s flight frequencies has an added benefit for the airline: passengers are more 
attracted to higher route frequencies. Therefore it is usually more beneficial to fly four 100 
seat flights per day, rather than two 200 seat flights. This is due to the fact that airlines’ 
market shares follow an s-shaped curve when compared to flight frequencies. That is, market 
share increases in the shape of an s-curve when frequencies increase (Holloway 2003). The 
higher the market share the airline possesses, the more it can benefit from the natural transport 
demand of its destinations and origins.  
 
Airline alliances  
 
One of the ways an airline can cope with increasing competition with other airlines is to 
engage in co-operation with other airlines. Airline co-operation can take the form of cartels, 
collusion or strategic alliances. Co-operation between companies from the same sector is 
usually illegal in countries with efficient antitrust laws, but airlines can still form strategic 
alliances (Holloway 2003: 214). This implicit or explicit form of co-operation can occur with 
immunity from antitrust laws (Iatrou et al. 2005). 
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Nigel Evans’ (2002) conceptual model for an airline alliance structure sees two airlines co-
operating in marketing, brands, information technology, equipment servicing and logistics. In 
marketing and brands, airlines can offer similar products with wider geographic reach while 
also increasing the number of its flights on offer in joined computer reservation systems, in 
effect providing more products, albeit in virtual form. De-facto co-operation within an 
alliance means that functions such as maintenance can be arranged at overseas locations as 
well, possibly benefiting from reduced labor costs. 
 
Airlines strategic alliances with other airlines are usually driven both by external and internal 
factors. Firstly airlines can take better advantage of superior computer technology by pooling 
their information technology (IT) resources and to create a common computer reservation 
system. This technological pooling into a single system with a wider reach allows for better 
yield management to be made, maximizing profit (Evans 2002). 
 
Also in many cases, it is not possible for airlines based in the United States to completely own 
a European airline or vice versa. However, it is usually necessary to design a global transport 
network in order to increase traffic. Airline alliances are frequently formed to overcome such 
overseas regulatory problems. This has the effect of creating world wide networks for allied 
airlines (Evans 2002). 
 
Besides regulatory problems, a truly global network helps an airline to increase its scope of 
geographic reach which would not be possible otherwise. The effect of having a larger 
network serves also to reduce average costs per passenger, as the larger the network gets in 
passengers, the more there are to service the airlines’ total fixed costs. Allying oneself with an 
overseas airline creates a larger network, which increases the amount of passengers using the 
airline and therefore reduces costs (Pels 2008; Evans 2002).  
 
There are internal drivers for allying as well: with joint operations risk can be spread between 
more stakeholders. There can also be benefits in engaging in de-facto co-operation with 
maintenance and marketing when airlines share expertise with one another. Airline co-
operation can also be used as a defensive strategy by creating such a strong geographic 
dominance by a single alliance that it creates barriers of entry for other airlines in their hubs 
(Evans 2002). 
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Iatrou et al. (2005) have further investigated the impact of airline alliances. While economical 
reasoning says that corporation co-operation affects competition negatively and goes against 
free market theory, airline co-operation in the form of alliances can have benefits for the 
passengers as well. The most common impact of an airline alliance is an increase in the 
alliance airlines’ traffic and revenue. Morrish et al. (2002) conclude that while airline 
alliances create traffic increases and restrict fares in hub to hub markets, the main reason for 
the airline alliance is the improvement of the otherwise poor financial margins. This is made 
possible by productivity gains which are the result of sharing technology and experience 
(Iatrou et al. 2005). 
 
However, Iatrou et al. (2005) also note that the increase in traffic with airline alliances is not 
uniform. The largest increase in traffic occurs with the hub to hub route of the two alliances, 
while in non-hub to non-hub routes’ traffic are less affected. The increased benefit for the 
single passenger is the usually improved connecting service (Morrish et al. 2002). This 
increased connectivity usually attracts business travelers, who are more sensitive to schedule 
efficacy (Pels 2008). 
 
The allying of airlines generates global networks between the cities in which the airlines 
operate from. Also alliance networks increase the amount of destinations available through 
the CRS systems of single airlines. The alliances of airlines due to the economies of scope 
and scale benefit the airlines and greatly influence the geographies of airline networks and 
therefore the connectivity of cities.  
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Airline networks and geography 
 
Airlines can also adjust the scope of their services and try to benefit from the natural 
economics of scope. These scopes can be divided into geographic scope and product scope. In 
general, economics of scope means that it is cheaper to produce two products together than 
the two separately. In example it is cheaper to fly mail and passengers at the same time rather 
than the two separately (Holloway 2003). 
 
The geographic scope of operation can be expanded by introducing routes in one location 
which increases the throughput in an airline’s entire network. Introducing a route in one end 
of the airline’s network will also increase the demand at the other ends of the airline’s 
network as more destinations are available. Product economies of scope can be understood as 
the increased benefit of offering more products per one unit of output. In example, the 
offering of business class service and first class service together with economy class service is 
much cheaper than offering each in different flights (Holloway 2003: 291).  
 
An airline’s network structure attempts to reconciliate itself with the true needs of passengers 
needing to go from origins to destinations. In an ideal world, the airline’s network resembles 
these needs perfectly: the airline flying direct non-stop routes between all the origins and 
destinations. This is not usually economically or politically feasible, so airlines with networks 
tend to cope with a creation of a more centralized network where some routes are served 
directly and some indirectly. It should also be noted that for airlines it is cheaper to produce 
two products, that is routes, together than the two separately and that it is cheaper to produce 
ever more ASKs for a route due to economies of scale (Holloway 2003; Wensveen 2007).  
 
 Figure 4. A linear system (A) of 6 cities offers only 12 possible connections while a hub and 
spoke network (B) of 6 cities offers 15 possible flight connections (adapted from Dennis 1994). 
An airline can form its network structure into three types: a linear, a grid, and a hub and spoke 
network (fig. 4). A linear network is a set of bilateral connections between pairs of 
destinations; A hub and spoke network routes all traffic between destinations through a single 
point; a grid network is a combination of the two. The hub and spoke network is perhaps the 
most common type of an airline network in use today. This is because it offers various 
economical advantages. The most common economical advantage for the airline in a hub an 
spoke network is that the amount of available origins and destinations increase geometrically 
as they are introduced to the network. 
 
With a hub and spoke network, an airline can centralize its maintenance and marketing efforts 
to the central node while increasing traffic exponentially. In example, a hub with a 100 
destinations can serve 5000 different destination-pairs. With each new city-pair, there is 
increased traffic through the hub as the travel demand can be satisfied by that airline. The 
birth of the hub and spoke system has been largely a result of the Airline Deregulation Act of 
1978 (Dennis 1994: 219). It should also be noted that even as a hub and spoke network is 
more efficient for the airline, it creates a time penalty for the connecting passenger flying 
from a spoke location to another spoke location due to the time it takes to wait for the next 
flight. 
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With the birth of the hub and spoke system, given the influence a network has on the 
performance of the airline, the location of a hub has become of immense interest to airlines 
and consequently the subject of many studies. The hub, or center location problem is not new 
to geography, as it is discussed already in Walter Christaller’s (1966) Central Places in 
Southern Germany. 
 
Contemporary hub location problem discussion in geography regarding air travel is most 
prominently made with Fleming and Hayuth’s (1994) article of the spatial characteristics of 
transportation hubs. Geography has been interested in the central place location theory for 
several decades. However, transportation hubs that coincidentally are located on or near 
central places have other qualities that make them attract traffic through them.  
 
The first quality that tends to attract traffic to a hub is the quality of centrality. Centrality 
when referred to in central place theory tends to be synonymous with the size of the market 
area center. The larger and more populous this area is, the more services are consumed at the 
center. Market centers are also connection points to other large market areas outside the 
region, or as Fleming et al. (1994: 4) put it: 
 
From the perspective of other points in the region, the central 
place is on the way to many other places and a gateway to distant 
places outside the region. 
 
These central locations are not determined by the shapes of areas, rather they are the 
consequence of human activity and decision making and are therefore manufactured locations.  
 
Being the market center for a large and populous region is not a necessity to attract traffic 
through a location. Operators of transport, that is airlines, can decide to route traffic through a 
point in space for economical or other reasons. It may or may not be a geometrically ideal 
location in space for routing traffic, but it has become intermediate through the actions of 
airlines. Hubs of hub and spoke airline networks are by their conveying nature, intermediate. 
Unlike centrality, intermediacy can change over time. As aircraft ranges have increased, some 
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cities have lost their intermediate qualities as transportation hubs when aircraft simply began 
to overfly them (Fleming et al. 1994).  
 
At this point, it is important to distinguish the difference between intermediacy and physical 
betweenness. Intermediacy is a spatial quality to a location which has been selected as the 
location of rerouting traffic that is simply passing through that point. Physical betweenness is 
a geometrical quality of a point in space that is physically located along the shortest path 
between two locations (Fleming et al. 1994).  
 
For a hub location to emerge in an air transport network, some additional prerequisites are 
needed as well. To offset the time penalties passengers face in a hub and spoke network 
routing, the output of the airline must be sufficient to be able to reduce fares enough to offset 
the time penalty. The airport acting as a hub must also be capable to handle the increasing and 
temporarily concentrated operations at the hub. Finally, the capacity of the airport used as a 
hub must be adequate to allow scheduling adjustment to a flight-wave system (Dennis 1994). 
 
To offset the time penalties with monetary rewards, an airline’s hub must also be located 
within close proximity of the markets. This is where the spatial quality of centrality is 
significant. With larger market areas backing certain locations, those locations are 
strategically placed to operate more efficiently per offered seat kilometer. Hubs have 
consolidated into few key locations where air transport is agglomerated in Europe, such as 
Paris and London (Dennis 2005). This finding is confirmed by several city-hierarchy studies 
that have relied on air traffic statistics to review those positions, notably Burghouwth et al. 
(2005) and Matsumoto (2004, 2007). 
 
Linkage of air transportation hubs create global air transport networks. Although the 
connections offered by airlines are mostly enabled by sufficient demand, the connections that 
have emerged in the world reflect the hierarchies of cities. Given the large connectivities 
between cities of high hierarchy, the connectivities of cities in the world network create a 
disengagement between transport network links and physical space. The shrinkage of space 
between advantaged locations is evident both in travel time as well as costs (Zook et al. 2006). 
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The concentration of transport infrastructure to major cities creates benefits for some and 
hindrances for those left out of the reach of transport. This inassimilation to transport links 
where the community or area is not served by sufficient links is in transport studies called 
“social exclusion”. It is social because it is often selective to varying social strata’s ability to 
participate in transport systems.  
 
Collapse of time space is not uniform, however, but it is highly dependent upon where the 
transport links are. This heterogeneity serves to differentiate development and connections 
between and within regions. It is intuitively clear that areas further from transport links, such 
as motorways, are at a disadvantage to those that are closest. Given also the current 
technology of transport some areas can be more advantageous than others and that this quality 
does not depend on physical distance (Knowles 2006: 408).   
 
Social exclusion applies to air transport as well. Before the 1960s air transport was largely a 
luxury good for the affluent. Besides the differentiation of the use of air travel between wage-
level groups there was a clear differentiation geographically in the use of it. According to 
Knowles (2006) the most accessible regions to air transport in 1975 were the core regions of 
the world: North America, Europe and increasingly Asia. Air transport systems, therefore, 
have developed unevenly in different spaces and have left some areas and regions below the 
average utility of transport networks.  
 
Cities and air transport 
 
Hierarchies of the global network of cities in air transport geography have been frequently 
examined (Smith et al. 1995; Matsumoto 2004; Matthiessen 2004; Matsumoto 2007; Grubesic 
et al. 2009). Global network hierarchy studies are focused on the cities instead of air transport 
networks themselves. However, such studies frequently rely on air transport statistics due to 
the ease of measurement. Cities that act as focusing points of air traffic also generate 
economic activity within their respective regions (O’Kelly 1998: 174).  
 
The emphasis of cities as nodes of air transport and their inherent capacity to act as focusing 
centers of the economy provide motivation to examine air traffic. The hierarchy of cities is in 
fact the representation of global economic structures – the larger the city, the more economic 
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activity and specialization and more air traffic. Airlines must operate from and between 
various points in space and it is often the case that the most economic points of operation are 
large cities due to their natural capacity to attract traffic.  
 
Bowen (2002: 426) reflects on airline networks as being the result of interplay between 
aircraft technology, the state and the patterns of demand. Aircraft technology is the primary 
determinant of which cities are the most economical to connect with an airline connection. 
The state will provide the infrastructure that enables the link in question. The patterns of 
demand are the geographic determinants of networks which create advantages in some 
locations more than others, creating connectivity and isolation. A result is a network of 
advantaged locations that dominate less advantaged locations forming a hierarchy of airports 
and consequently cities.  
 
David A. Smith and Michael Timberlake (1995) examine world system hierarchies and the 
division between the core and periphery of cities. This approach asserts that the core regions 
of the world connect efficiently to the peripheries of the world only to benefit the position of 
the former. Hence the poor and peripheral regions tend to not benefit (Krugman 1991). 
Through the expansion of what Smith and Timberlake (1995: 288) call the ‘capitalist world 
system’, the expansion of the central nodes of production can extend the reach of nations 
beyond their own borders. This is another sufficient reason to examine the structures of the 
city hierarchy system. 
 
Smith and Timberlake (1995: 294) determine that the city to city interaction take the form of 
labor, commodity, communication, political, and cultural flows as well as social connections, 
in example visiting relatives. The flows of interactions have been measured by air transport 
statistics and given an index of interconnectivity. The geographic concentration of this index 
sets London, Paris, New York and Tokyo as the most highly connected cities in the world 
while Seattle, Sao Paulo and Sydney are among the least connected by the 1991 data used in 
the study. This reflects the placement of the first world core and periphery geographically and 
that the air transport statistics act as a well placed proxy for core and periphery measurement. 
 
The aim to discern a hierarchy of cities from other than populations was not new the time 
Smith and Timberlake (1995) authored their article. Edward Taaffe (1962) studied North 
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American cities in using air travel statistics, with the aim to distinguish the hierarchy of cities. 
The approach of Taaffe (1962) is not indifferent from Smith and Timberlake (1995) – it uses 
the same measure in principle to determine dominance among cities: City A dominates city B 
if and only if it dominates the amount of air traffic from all nearer points. A difference arises 
when Taaffe (1962) uses a gravity model to determine the ranks of the cities, whereas Smith 
and Timberlake (1995) have used actual statistical data.  
 
The most recent study on air transport connectivity and urban hierarchies is by Hidenobu 
Matsumoto (2007; 2004). The author attempts to empirically examine the global network 
linkages by means of a gravity model. In the model, he introduces dummy variables 
separately for large world cities while controlling for population, distance and GDP by 
keeping them in all models. The result is a measurement of each large world city’s traffic 
density by the model. The results are also segregated into four different categories for each 
continent (Asia, Europe, America) and intercontinentally. Within Europe, the most influential 
urban centers are London, Amsterdam and Zurich, respectively. Within America the most 
influential are Miami, New York and Los Angeles. Within Asia Bangkok, Singapore and 
Hong Kong lead. Intercontinentally the most influential urban centers are Bangkok, Los 
Angeles and London (Matsumoto 2007).  
 
Grubesic, et al. (2008) measure the world city network and the creation of nodal regions of 
cities by studying the air transport network hierarchy between cities. They have used the 
Nystuen–Dacey graph theoretic method for separating cities by their hierarchical tier. This 
analysis enables the authors to make judgements about the geography of the nodal areas of 
higher-hierarchy node cities. It is implicated, that cities tend to specialize and dominate lower-
hierarchy nodes by a specific geographic area. This gives incentive to further examine the 
possibilities of specialized air traffic regions.  
 
Airlines tend to organize their operations from central hubs because it is more economical. A 
network between cities emerges according to city sizes, when aircrafts' sufficient range 
enables bypassing less important cities. This condenses traffic to the major cities and hubs 
from where feeder connections materialize and concomitantly they enforce the primacy of 
those cities in the network. Finally large world cities emerge where positions in the world city 
network are enforced by the air traffic links (Weber et al. 2001). 
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Airlines gain advantage from the size of the hub they operate from. The larger the hub the 
more attractive it is to generate more connections towards spoke cities. The more connections 
there are available, the more attractive it is to travellers. As flows of air traffic concentrate to 
major world cities sizeable hubs emerge: The main factor in determining the amount of 
connecting passengers at a hub is the frequency with which connections are served from the 
hub location (Wei et al. 2006). 
 
In large density networks, commonly offered from large world cities turned hubs, it is 13–25 
percent more efficient to offer an increase in the amount of air traffic supplied when 
compared to medium-sized networks. Given this tendency, airlines are not frequently as free 
to operate routes to and from anywhere in the world even if there exists regulatory freedom to 
do so. Airlines’ networks are geographically very static over time as there is little incentive to 
invade other airlines networks (Zhang 1996). 
 
The result of airline hub and spoke network competition has been the formulation of large 
scale airline networks centered at major world cities, often called ‘fortress hubs’. At these 
fortress hubs the domination by a single airline is so powerful that other airlines cannot 
‘invade’ those locations by supplying traffic there. There is debate about why this 
geographical exclusivity exists as a strategy for airline competition (Hendricks et al. 1997; 
Oum et al. 1995; Pels 2008). It is likely a result of a game-theoretic form of competition 
equilibrium: In most cases it is most convenient and economical for airlines to concentrate 
their networks on to specific hubs at specific geographic points in order to avoid an 
unwinnable competition scenario (Zhang 1996).  
 
What is evident is that competition between legacy airlines does not occur between the 
airlines’ local markets but between the large world cities. Competition between large hub 
cities has triggered the need for airline markets to get larger in order to gain from scale 
economics. Also low-cost carriers have entered the airline markets and operate between small 
cities that are seen as profitable, ‘cherry-picking’ airline origins and destinations (Pels 2008: 
73). This decreases revenue of the legacy carriers serving the same origins and destinations 
through their respective hubs. Competition between legacy carriers and low cost carriers 
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through pricing is difficult for legacy airlines, because as they are called, they are truly low 
cost.  
 
A city is the most central concept in the geography of airline networks. Not only they serve as 
connecting points in space for airlines, but they also have great influence on their hinterlands. 
The inhabitants of urban centers are those that benefit directly from increased connectivity 
and the positive spillover effects of it. This is why airline network studies and city studies in 
geography are highly interlinked and why one can be used to describe the other. In this study, 
cities will form the points of geographic comparison of the study area’s airline geography.  
 
State interests in air transport 
 
Airlines and passengers are not the only entities affecting airline networks. States have large 
interests in controlling an airlines’ supply to their geographic regions. Some locations are 
naturally central markets to traffic that are large enough to sustain traffic to other regions – 
they possess a natural base for traffic. Other locations may have to use incentives to gain more 
access to the international aviation networks or to make their airports and cities more 
intermediate. There are large gains to be made by societies that are adequately linked together 
by airline connections.  
 
Transportation has always been a subject of interest for a society as a part of trade processes. 
Historically, it has been regulated as a part of economic protectionism. In air transportation 
the accessibility and the performance of the national airline has been the main interest in 
restricting the access of other nations' airlines to its own markets. There are also motivations 
to protect national aviation for national security reasons (Button et al. 2000).  
 
A functioning air transport system is a necessity for a functioning society. Besides tourism, 
where consumers engage in leisure travel to enjoy specific destinations and free-time pursuits, 
an air transport system is also a necessity for the location and performance of businesses. It is 
the necessity of meeting customers and clients that drives the need for business travel, which 
in turn relies heavily on air travel (Button et al. 2000). 
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Irvin and Kasarda (1991: 524) highlight the importance of centrality of  urban centers when 
examining the competitiveness of locations to businesses, noting that:  
 
Activities locate... in central places because access improves firm 
efficiency and expands markets, thus making firms more competitive. 
Accessibility is not fixed, however. It changes constantly as new 
transportation technologies reshape the spatial economy. 
 
Irwin and Kasarda (1991) do mention that industrial and service sector segments that rely on 
face to face contact to make business are more likely to benefit from increased airline 
connectivity. This argument agrees with the findings of Button et al. (2000) that new 
economy sectors such as the information technology (IT) sector benefit the most from 
increased airline connectivity. There are doubts as to whether increased airline connectivity is 
created by strengthening the existing road and railroad links in urban centers. Some entities 
have begun to enforce the cities’ primacy in their rankings by hierarchically differentiating 
them by their air transport links. Cities with more airline connections are perceived to 
increase the business potential of the city (Aviation Growth 2007).  
 
The emergence of the new economy that relies heavily on service production and highly 
technical skills has increased the necessity for a capable air transport system. Button et al. 
(2000) note that a new economy sector workers fly 1,6 times as more as workers in more 
traditional industries. These new economy companies, such as electronics and IT companies, 
rely heavily on well organized networking and are therefore more liable to travel. Besides 
being a facilitator for business, an airline connection, through the physical introduction of 
‘new’ consumers to the region, actually acts as a vehicle for direct foreign investment. A 
study concluded that a single  flight connection between Houston and London with 100,000 
annual passengers would increase exports by 84 million US dollars (1990 prices) (Kurth et al. 
1990).  
 
Button et al. (2000) further indentified the implications of new services being created by 
airports in local economies. These impacts can be divided into primary, secondary, tertiary 
and perpetuity effects to the local economy. Primary effects with respect to the airport are 
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formed when a service or company introduced to the region may require alternation to the 
airport infrastructure. This in turn increases produced services. The secondary or indirect 
effects come from the increased need of handling the passengers and the airplanes. Through 
the flow of income from the airport, the local economy begins to enjoy the tertiary effects of 
increased transport, benefiting the employment and tax revenues of the region. The increased 
air travel services being supplied to the region create tertiary effects where the local services 
can take advantage from the increased connectivity. The increased service then can help the 
local region to achieve self sustaining growth.  
 
Banister et al. (2001) have identified the necessary conditions to achieve local economic 
growth through transport growth. They note firstly that there are problems in understanding 
and measuring the indirect impact such growth has on the economy. This is mainly because 
there is a lack of sufficient methodologies to understand the temporal co-variance between 
transport investment and economic growth.  
 
For transport development to stimulate economic growth, there must be sufficient linkages 
between political entities and policies, the presence of positive economic externalities and 
sufficient investments. Individually these three conditions of economic growth will not alone 
stimulate growth, but must all co-exist. As transport investments are made, they must be 
placed efficiently to benefit from other economic conditions such as an available labor market. 
However, without correct policies there are no sufficient conditions for the engagement in 
growth (Banister et al. 2001). 
  
Because states’ policies have large implications on the liberalization of transport and transport 
investment, they can engage in controlled economic expansion through those policies. 
Governments have used the link between economic growth and transport investment 
proactively to achieve the former. In the case of Malaysia, Indonesia, and former Indochina 
region the growth of tourism, manufacturing and business services can be linked to improved 
links by air. Bowen (2000) also notes that high technology industries are best positioned to 
take advantage from improved high speed transport. Therefore the states’ liberalization 
policies have been successful in attracting such industries near Kuala Lumpur and Singapore. 
This view is also supported by O’Connor and Scott (1992: 241): 
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 [An] Airport is perhaps the most important single piece of 
infrastructure in the battle between cities and nations for influence in, 
and the benefits of, growth and development. 
 
There is debate about the directionality of the influence of investment in traffic infrastructure 
on economic development. There is in fact, question about whether transport investment 
brings economic development in itself or whether transport investment is a corollary of 
economic development. If the latter is true, the growth in economy generates transport 
demand as businesses expand creating the need for more transport. When economic growth 
brings higher wage levels, tourism increases as consumption grows generating more transport 
demand.  
 
To overcome the possibility of statistical error Button et al. (1999) and Marazzo et al. (2010) 
have used a statistical technique called Granger causality test to oversee the directionality of 
cause between air transport growth and economical growth. Whereas Button et al. (1999) 
have used a sample of various United States airport cities traffic and employment; Marazzo et 
al. (2010) have used Brazilian passenger kilometer and GDP statistics. Both conclude that air 
transport growth Granger causes economic growth. Furthermore it is noted that air transport 
growth has a moderate impact on economical growth over several years and that there clearly 
is a multiplier effect on economic growth from transport growth (Marazzo et al. 2010). 
 
It is these factors that drive interests in favor of societies for them to adopt proactive transport 
policies in order to generate local economic growth. There are strong incentives for 
governments to attract new economy sector businesses by adopting liberal air transportation 
policies. Together with air transport liberalization and the tendency of airlines to form 
strategic alliances amongst themselves, nation-states can become efficiently connected parts 
of a global world.  
 
On one hand, the economics of large hubs tend to drive airline network development into 
large world cities. However, the necessity for the state to guarantee sufficient transport 
connections may work against the natural pull of large world cities. The result is that local air 
transport networks do not necessarily take the most economical form from the airlines’ 
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perspective. State owned airlines may continue to operate with economically unfeasible 
strategies in order to satisfy the needs of the society at large.  
 
From the geographical point of view this conflict between economics of the states and airlines 
may distort airlines’ networks to take forms that do not reflect the true transport demand of 
areas. Another limiting factor are the policies adapted by governments that may restrict the 
operations of airlines between locations. Modeling the geographical variances of airline 
networks attempts to answer how the interplay between economics and geographical 
attributes shapes the geography of airline operations.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
III. RESEARCH QUESTION AND THE STUDY AREA IN DETAIL 
 
The Baltic Sea Area is comprised of Denmark, Finland, Germany, Poland, Sweden, Russia 
and the Baltic states of Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania including the Russian Kaliningrad 
enclave. The specific aim of this study is to describe the airline network geography in the 
Baltic Sea area. The study area is divided longitudinally by the physically restrictive Baltic 
Sea. The region comprises of seven national capitals and one large metropolitan area of St. 
Petersburg (fig. 5). 
 
Figure 5. The Baltic Sea Area and the study centers of Copenhagen, Helsinki, Oslo, 
Stockholm and Riga. 
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The Research area in general 
   
The Baltic Sea area and its infrastructural planning have been affected by varying political 
regimes and it part of it has belonged to the former Soviet Union. The Soviet Union’s 
boundaries divided the area across the Baltic Sea to western nations that embraced free 
market economies and the eastern European states that were under Soviet central control. This 
central control has had its influence in the construction of the transport infrastructure in the 
Baltic states as is studied by Buchhoffer (1995). 
 
Table 1. Populations and GDP’s of study area countries. 
Country or area Population GDP BN Eur 2009
Denmark 5 500 510 215,06
Estonia 1 299 371 12,59
Finland 5 250 275 166,16
Kaliningrad* 955 281 5,86
Latvia 2 231 503 16,88
Leningrad Oblast* 6 237 205 38,28
Lithuania 3 555 179 25,08
Norway 4 660 539 257,40
Poland 38 482 919 295,07
Sweden 9 059 651 277,42
Total 77 232 433 1 309,80
*Population from www.wikipedia.org, GDP estimated by ratio
of population to entire Russia, otherwise Population (2010).  
 
History of the study area 
 
The Baltic states after the dissolution of the Soviet Union transformed from a bilateral 
dependence on the Russian Soviet Federalist Socialist Republic (Russian SFSR) to a 
symbiotic role, where they were dependent on their former partner and Western Europe. 
Formerly, the Baltic states had been engaged in restricted trade with only other Soviet states. 
During the 1990 transformation, the Soviet currency lost much of its value per other 
currencies. This was not a problem in the Baltics as long as centralized trade regimes with the 
Russian SFSR continued, little or no goods were imported from other parts of the world and 
so the imbalances were modest (Smith et al. 2002).   
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As the bifurcation between the Baltic states and Russia continued, the countries grew more 
vulnerable to the currency imbalances with USSR and the rest of the world. Given highly 
subsidized imports from the Russian SFSR the imbalances with the currencies contributed to 
unproductive industries within the Baltic states. The imbalances left the countries with the 
necessity to perform radical economical reforms. These were achieved by the means of a 
currency reform, which drove the Baltic states to grow dependent on trade. What was 
instrumental in determining this position was the historical trade links between USSR: the 
countries formed an economic means to survive by trading Russian goods with Western 
Europe (Smith et al. 2002).  
 
As for the rest of the area, the Nordic countries of Finland, Sweden, Norway and Denmark 
have evolved fairly simultaneously in regards liberties in economy and have not been 
significantly influenced by the communist regimes nearby. Innovations between the Nordic 
countries have moved effortlessly and for example seafaring traditions of the Vikings in the 
Middle Ages were communicated throughout the area. However, the evolution of trade in the 
Nordic countries has been geographically divergent: as international trade was liberalized in 
the 19th century, Norwegian fishery products made their way mainly towards Great Britain, as 
did Danish agricultural goods. Swedish iron products and ore were traded mainly towards 
Germany and the trade of Finnish woodproducts was towards Russia. The divergent trade 
patterns did not stop the Nordic countries from unifying politically in the late 19th and 20th 
century (Hentilä et al. 2002). 
 
The amount of trade that occurs within the region ranges from 9 to 56 percent when measured 
as a percentage of imports from all the other study countries (table 2). Russia with its vast oil 
resources is the main exporter in the region to all the other countries. The relationships of 
trade are somewhat in favor of countries’ immediate neighbors. However, there are 
exceptions such as a strong trade link between Poland and Lithuania when compared to the 
trade between Lithuania and Latvia. The share of Baltic states’ imports from other countries 
are in the 40 to 60 percent range, making them quite dependent on neighboring states. This 
may be a consequence of the weaker transport connections to the rest of the world. 
 
 
Table 2. Imports as a share of total imports within the study area. 
Imports/Exports 2008
Percentage share (up: TO whom, side: FROM whom)
Denmark Estonia Finland Latvia Lithuania Norway Poland Russia Sweden
Denmark 1,5 % 2,3 % 2,9 % 2,1 % 6,9 % 1,2 % 0,7 % 9,4 %
Estonia 0,3 % 2,2 % 7,1 % 2,9 % 0,5 % 0,1 % 0,2 % 0,7 %
Finland 2,2 % 9,7 % 4,4 % 2,1 % 3,4 % 1,5 % 2,5 % 5,7 %
Latvia 0,4 % 3,6 % 0,4 % 5,2 % 0,3 % 0,1 % 0,2 % 0,5 %
Lithuania 0,7 % 6,4 % 0,3 % 16,5 % 0,6 % 0,5 % 0,4 % 0,6 %
Norway 4,8 % 0,8 % 2,6 % 0,8 % 0,6 % 1,4 % 0,4 % 8,9 %
Poland 2,7 % 3,7 % 1,6 % 7,2 % 10,0 % 2,5 % 2,6 % 3,3 %
Russia 2,0 % 10,1 % 16,3 % 10,6 % 30,1 % 2,2 % 9,8 % 4,1 %
Sweden 14,0 % 6,3 % 10,0 % 4,4 % 3,0 % 14,3 % 2,1 % 1,7 %
Total Above 27,2 % 42,1 % 35,7 % 53,9 % 55,9 % 30,8 % 16,7 % 8,7 % 33,3 %
Source: International Trade Center (2010)  
  
The Baltic Sea Area is seen as a potentially good region for economic development as the 
more developed economies of the Nordic countries help the less developed Baltic states. Also 
the distances to the Nordic countries dictate that they should be well connected by air in order 
to take part in globalization. Although high-speed rail connections may be an alternative to 
medium range flights, they do not have much potential outside Germany due to infrastructural 
constraints (Matthiessen 2004: 201).  
 
The Baltic Sea air transportation system 
 
The Baltic states transportation infrastructure is dominated by the legacy of soviet era 
infrastructure. As the states of Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania and Poland became independent in 
1991, the freedom revealed the markings of a centrally led state, even at grassroots level. The 
operators of local airlines must now take into account the possible hindrances of outdated 
infrastructure in their plans for development. This may include important factors such as 
access time to airports and the limited capacity of old airports that, when lacking, seriously 
impede the ability of airlines to operate from them. This is likely to impede the development 
and integration of economies of the Baltic states and sets a blueprint for future transport 
infrastructure development (Buchhoffer 1995; Pels et al. 2003). 
 
The study has been limited to five of the region’s main capitals. The chosen cities are 
Copenhagen, Helsinki, Oslo, Riga and Stockholm. These cities have been selected as they are 
reviewed in the same context in Matthiessen’s (2004) article. Riga has been added to the 
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study cities as it is the hub location of the regions newest airline Air Baltic, which has chosen 
to directly compete with other airlines in the area (Sinervä 2009). Together the five study 
cities are the main nodes of air transport within the area and deserve study as they are the 
geographic manifestations of the area’s airline operation.  
 
Table 3. The populations and passenger amounts of the five study airports. 
City Population Passengers/year Passengers/cap
Helsinki 576 633 13 426 901 23,29
Stockholm* 818 603 20 600 000 25,16
Oslo 575 475 19 344 459 33,61
Copenhagen 1 167 569 21 530 016 18,44
Riga 713 016 3 690 549 5,18
Sources (6.11.2009): Statistics Sweden, Statistics Norway,  Wikipedia, Latvijas Statistika,
 Population Register Center Finland, Flightstats, airport's webpages
*Includes Arlanda (ARN) and Skavsta (NYO) figures  
 
The largest airport in the region by passenger numbers is Copenhagen, while it is also close to 
the size of Oslo and Stockholm (including the airports of Arlanda and Skavsta). Helsinki and 
Riga are the other two airports in the study and are both in their own class by the amount of 
passengers. At first it also must be noted that according to the statistics, there appears no 
immediate connection between the population of the study cities and the amounts of 
passengers.  
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Figure 6. Matthiessen’s (2004: 204) representation of the Baltic Sea area’s intercontinental 
air network connections in 2004 with more than 250 links per year drawn. 
 
Matthiessen (2004) finds that the air networks in the Baltic Sea Area are heavily centered on 
Copenhagen, which is a major hub for SAS airlines (fig. 6). He explains also that Finnair and 
Baltic states’ national airlines give hub status to their respective capitals. The influence of 
Russia is minimized due to the prominence of the airlines’ links to the hubs at Frankfurt and 
Moscow. Also the situation of airlines’ alliances in 2004 has directed local airlines’ traffic to 
feed traffic to larger European airlines, in case of SAS, at Frankfurt and London in the case of 
LOT Polish Airlines and Finnair airlines. 
 
What not one of the models used to study hierarchies of airline networks (in example Jorge-
Calderón 1996; Matsumoto 2004; Matsumoto 2007) satisfyingly explain is that a transport 
network can be a set of specialized nodes. In this case each city serves its own specific 
geographic region. This may very well be the case inside the Baltic Sea Area, which is the 
focus of attention of this study.  
 
Matthiessen (2004) uses Internatinal Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) data to compare 
international air passengers of airports and it supports the view that  Copenhagen is the largest 
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air transport hub in the Baltic Sea Area. Measurements show that Copenhagen had around 16 
million international passengers per year, while Stockholm had 12 million and Helsinki and 
Oslo around 6 million in 2001. Also when comparing the amount of intercontinental links 
between the study area airports, Copenhagen is the most connected city in the area. Helsinki 
and Oslo are also connected to New York while Stockholm has over 250 links per year to 
Chicago, New York and Tel Aviv. 
 
The explanation for Copenhagen’s dominance in the region’s air transport links is due, 
according to Matthiessen (2004), to its large share of transit passengers. As the author notes,  
the Baltic Sea area does not generate by itself enough passengers to justify an international air 
gateway, but when transit passengers are taken into account the relevance of Copenhagen and 
in fact the entire region rises. From Copenhagen’s departing international traffic, over one 
half is transferred through the airport. Therefore Copenhagen can be said to be very 
intermediate, as per its share of transfer passengers (Ibid; Fleming et al. 1994) (table 3). 
 
Matthiessen (2004) states that Copenhagen is by the empirics and the methods used the 
leading intercontinental hub in the area, while Helsinki, Stockholm and Frankfurt provide for 
East-West connection hubs in the area. He also raises the question of SAS’s future if alliance 
strategy drives SAS to reduce the importance of the Copenhagen hub in favor of the German 
airline Lufthansa’s locations in Germany and regards this as a potential geographic shift in the 
air networks of the area. Another potential hub to serve the Baltic Sea Area as its hinterland is 
London. 
 
Matthiessen’s (2004) article is an important presentation of the Baltic Sea Area’s ‘invisible’ 
air transportation infrastructure. Matthiessen’s (2004) methodology tends to lean very much 
towards the traditional hub hierarchy thinking, which in turn tends to ignore geographic 
specialization of transport hubs. What must be understood from the context of airlines’ 
survivability of deregulated environments is the way in which such transportation 
infrastructure may specialize to act as a gateway and the directionality of the links offered.  
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IV. METHODS  
 
To investigate the geographic specialization of the study cities of Copenhagen, Oslo, 
Stockholm, Helsinki, and Riga, I have utilized Ho-Sang Lee’s (2009) recent introduction and 
modification of network analysis to air passenger flows. This methodology is a novel 
quantitative analysis of a transport network. I have used Conductive Technologies’ (2009) 
Flightstats– webpage to download airport-specific data of outbound daily flights by flight. 
This data has then been converted into amounts of seats offered from selected cities by their 
destination and day. Flightstats’ data yields high-resolution statistics of daily aircraft 
movements by aircraft type. These movements do not correspond to actual passenger 
movements, but can be used to understand the connectivities between cities as available seats 
are a measurement of the available supply of transport. 
 
Data used 
 
In order to have accurate values for the amount of transport, an effort has been made to 
acquire as relevant and as exact data about flights as possible. Flightstats’ data is deemed 
reliable, because it relies on Federal Aviation Administration’s Aircraft Situation Display to 
Industry (FAA ASDI) data combined with other sources1 that is assimilated and presented on 
the Flightstats– webpage. This data is accurate to the single actual flight and can filter out 
possible codeshare flights, that is shared flights of many airlines but just one aircraft, to just 
one actual aircraft movement, with its destination and the aircraft type used. Aircraft type seat 
data has been utilized by adapting the number of seats the model of aircraft has in order to 
quantify passenger movements to specific destinations as represented by the amount of seats 
offered. 
 
The data containing the number of seats a specific model of aircraft has was downloaded from 
the Airlineupdate- webpage (Aircraft…2009). This data is available in annex 1. After this data 
was downloaded, it was modified into use by using MS excel subroutines. A complete 
flowchart of the process of acquiring and modifying the data is depicted in image 7 on page 
35. 
 
1 European ASDI feed, GDS systems, and airport feeds. Flightstats’ FAQ (2009). 
 
Figure 7. Flowchart of modeling used for thesis. 
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It was deemed necessary to differentiate the cities that may attract tourist traffic from the 
other major cities in the world in order to calculate the connectivity index accurately. This 
required a method to select cities which are connected frequently enough to the study cities in 
order to describe the networks as a whole. In order to select the range of airports that the final 
measurement was made from, an initial sample was measured during week 40 in 2009. From 
this sample, which ranged from Monday to Friday, the final measurement cities were selected 
to where there were at least three direct flights during the five days. The three out of five-
limitation helps select connections that occur with more than half the time, which is important 
for time-sensitive passengers’ point of view. This yielded 89 unique international cities that 
had at least three flights during five days from any of the study cities (listed in annex 2). 
 
The data available has required extensive modification and, due to its size, the creation and 
use of automated subroutines to make the data more readable. At first, data was manually 
screen scraped to a Microsoft Excel workbook and then organized by the origin cities and date. 
Thereafter the aircraft seat amounts were inserted by flight by means of a programmed 
subroutine. As the data contains entries of flights that are all-cargo flights and are thus 
unwanted for the calculations, a subroutine was created to delete such unwanted flights from 
the study data. This method relied on the type of aircraft and airline name to distinguish it 
from passenger flights. Data entries that lacked the type of aircraft for a flight were imputated 
using subroutines in Microsoft Excel. This imputation was carried out by using the mode, or 
most common of type of aircraft operating at that particular airport. These programs were 
tested beforehand to oversee their accuracy.  
 
The populations of the randomly selected cities and data about the gross domestic product of 
the country where the cities were located were acquired from the CIA factbook (Population 
2010). The GDP figures consisted from both the entire country’s GDP (PPP) and a per capita 
GDP. For the population factor of the model, United Nations’ data on city population 
(Populations 2009) was acquired. A distance table between all the possible 7396 connections 
was also calculated by using the co-ordinates of the airports in question.  
 
For cities with multiple airports, data were aggregated by city. This aggregation of passengers 
and destinations was conducted with airports being primarily within 100 kilometers of each 
other and the city they serve. The cities whose data was aggregated were (number of airports 
in parentheses) Berlin (2), Brussels (2), Dusseldorf (2), London (4), Milan (3), New York (2), 
Paris (2) and Stockholm (2). The aggregations were done in order to gauge the primacy of 
cities, instead of single airports. Tokyo’s Haneda airport and New York’s La Guardia airport 
were left out due to both airports serving primarily only domestic flights and due to the size of 
data. Smaller airports that serve non-scheduled air operations such as private or executive 
aircraft, e.g. Rome’s Ciampino airport, Stockholm’s Bromma and Helsinki’s Malmi airport 
were also left out. 
 
Method – Connectivity index 
 
The core of Lee’s (2009) network analysis is the measure of local centrality Li and 
connectivity Cij between cities. These are given by the formulae as follows: 
g
i
i
M
F
g
tL ×−= 1                 (1) 
Where local centrality Li is given by the amount of cities t connected to city i, divided by the 
number of global cities, g minus one. This is multiplied by the square root of the total traffic 
in the city, Fi divided by the average total traffic in all cities Mg. The local centrality is a 
simplified quantitative measure of the importance of that node to the entire transport system. 
 
The connectivity index between cities i and j is given by the equation: 
    ji
ij
ij LL
m
fC ××=                (2) 
Where total traffic fij between the cities i and j, is divided by the average traffic of each air 
route m multiplied by the previously calculated local centralities of the two cities, Li and Lj. 
These equations are based on the social network analysis’ equations of Bonacich power 
centrality and degree centrality, which describe the way persons are interconnected with each 
other and with their respective social networks. The result of the connectivity index depicts 
the amount of communication between two locations weighted by the amount of connections 
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available at those locations. The indexes also permit hierarchical differentiation of the nodes 
of air transport system (Lee 2009: 168).  
 
The connectivity index calculation has been used to gain connectivity indexes between 
selected destination cities and the five study cities in order to better understand the geographic 
specialization of their air transport networks. The index of connectivity is an elegant way of 
describing the strength of a link in a hub and spoke network by a single quantitative index.  
Also this method makes possible a quantitative analysis of the air links from each city. 
 
Method – Gravity model 
 
To illustrate the difference between the connectivity from natural potential demand of 
transport between locations, a gravity model has been created. A gravity model predicts 
potential transport demand between two points from several determinants. The gravity 
model’s determinants have been ascertained from known publications (Jorge-Calderón 1996; 
Grosche et al. 2007; Matsumoto 2007; Hazledine 2009). The model is used to model potential 
transport demand from the study cities to chosen destinations. This modeled potential demand 
is then compared to the empirical findings of the calculated connectivity indexes and is used 
to answer questions of air transport network hub specialization. 
 
Gravity models can also be used to measure geographical factors’, such as population’s, 
impact on demand and also they can be used to measure service level factors’ impact or the 
effects of both together. They provide a good framework to understand the geographic 
variations of transport demand in the study area.  
 
The basic form of the gravity model takes on the form of an equation as follows: 
           cjib
ij
a
jiij XXd
PPG )(*1*)(=                 (3) 
Where the amount of interaction Gij between points i and j is given by the populations of 
points i and j, Pi and Pj. This is then divided by the distance between points i and j, or dij. 
Exponents a and b set the emphasis of effect each variable has. Also other variables (Xi, Xj)c 
can be added to further improve the accuracy of the model. 
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To formulate a gravity model, a random sample was taken from the previously acquired data 
of available aircraft seats of week 49. To measure the influence the factors of population, 
distance and GDP have, linear regression analysis was utilized using SPSS. The regression 
analysis enables the development of an accurate mathematical model to model potential 
transport demand. A sample for the analysis was taken from the edited data containing the 
aircraft seat numbers by destination. First, all possible connections (N=7396) of the cities in 
the data were numbered and a random sample of 200 possible connections was picked based 
on random numbers. Of these 200 connections, 84 yielded connections with passenger data. 
Available aircraft seat data between two airports was used as the dependent variable in the 
model which was used in determining the emphasis of population and GDP on it.  
It was necessary for the variables to be transformed logarithmically as the scattering of the 
variables was non-linear in the beginning and thus did not permit linear regression analysis. 
This transformation was undertaken using the base 10 logarithm as the transformer for all 
variables (fig. 8–9). The acquired sample data was inserted into SPSS statistical analysis 
software in order to select the best model out of all combinations of population and GDP.   
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Figure 8. Untransformed variables aquired from the sample, y-axis represents the amount of 
traffic between two cities, the x-axis represents the products of the populations of the two 
locations. A regression line has been added to illustrate the need to transform the variables. 
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Figure 9. This plot shows the effectiveness of transforming the same variables using the base 
10 logarithm. 
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As several possible combinations of the variables were possible to model potential demand of 
transport (table 4), they were run through SPSS individually to see which factors would yield 
the best choice to model transport demand. A variable representing the gross domestic 
product per city inhabitant, calculated by GDP per capita of country in question multiplied by 
populations of respective cities was also calculated and entered for study. This may well not 
be truly accurate measurement of actual GDP in urban areas, but its predictive power in the 
model has made it relevant.   
 
The possible combinations of variables are presented in table 4 along with their coefficients of 
determination (r2 or R square).  The linear regression analysis that has relied on observed 
measurements of available passenger seats, the dependent variable, reveals the relative 
strength of the factors of population and GDP in determining the dependent variable.  The 
choices available yielded 5 models that were accurate enough to warrant further examination. 
The 5 selected models have been compared by their determinants in the results section. From 
these the best choice has been selected for modeling the potential transport demand between 
the selected destinations (a further comparison of the models is presented on page 64).  
 
Table 4. Possible combinations of the determinants of total traffic between two cities. The 
models selected for further study in bold.  
Model R square
TotalTraffic = Sum of populations + Sum of GDP + Distance 0,349
TotalTraffic = Product of populations + Sum of GDP + Distance 0,407
TotalTraffic = Sum of populations + Product of GDP + Distance 0,388
TotalTraffic = Product of populations + Product of GDP + Distance 0,434
TotalTraffic = Sum of populations + Sum of GDP per capita + Distance 0,384
TotalTraffic = Product of populations + Sum of GDP per capita + Distance 0,498
TotalTraffic = Sum of populations + Product of GDP per capita + Distance 0,371
TotalTraffic = Product of populations + Product of GDP per capita + Distance 0,495
TotalTraffic = Sum of populations + Sum  of GDP per capita per city inhabitant + Distance 0,375
TotalTraffic = Product of populations + Sum  of GDP per capita per city inhabitant + Distance 0,392
TotalTraffic = Sum of populations + Product  of GDP per capita per city inhabitant + Distance 0,509
TotalTraffic = Product of populations + Product  of GDP per capita per city inhabitant + Distance 0,495
TotalTraffic = Sum of populations + Sum of GDP 0,183
TotalTraffic = Sum of populations + Product of GDP 0,227
TotalTraffic = Product of populations + Product of GDP 0,273
TotalTraffic = Distance 0,009
TotalTraffic = Product of populations + Sum of GDP 0,237
Models selected for further study in bold  
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Limitations and critique 
 
Data from the Flightstats- website has been used previously in a similar study (Hazledine 
2009). Using aircraft seats as a proxy of demand for air transport is problematic, because the 
airlines do not rely on passengers alone to generate profit for their activities. Air cargo can 
also be a significant contributor of revenue to certain air links and therefore it is sometimes 
justified to operate links that from passengers’ demand perspective are not possible, but are 
operated nevertheless. Demand is also not always symmetric between a pair of different 
points and therefore it is impossible to say from the data used, how the amounts of actual 
passengers change between outbound flights and inbound flights from the study cities. Still, 
an aircraft flying from the study cities abroad must eventually return to their origin and to 
their owner and therefore, the system represents a ‘closed-system’ where the amount of 
aircraft remains stable. There are also currently very few flights with intermediate stops along 
the route that would distort the calculation of local centrality and connectivity.  
 
The initial sample, which was used to select the cities in the final measurement, is two months 
older than the sample used for the calculation of local centrality and connectivity. This can 
have implications in the selection of cities if the amount of traffic that occurred during week 
40 in October 2009 is drastically different from the amount of traffic during week 49 in 
December 2009. Due to the size of data for downloading during week 49, it was necessary to 
schedule the activities appropriately and to select the final sample cities beforehand in order 
to record the sample during a single week.  
 
It is possible that some flights have occurred as doubles in the data if the website has not 
succeeded in ruling out the codeshare flights. There is no method for correcting this 
phenomenon other than spot checking suspicious entries when they are noticed. It is not likely 
that this phenomenon is extensive or selective to different cities and it is less likely that it 
would definitely affect rankings of cities made by the calculations and in the modeling. Care 
has been taken to minimize the occurrence of errors in the raw data and the modification of it.  
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Figure 10. Own measurements of available seats per year at airports extrapolated from the 
week 49/2009 data compared to Airports Council International Statistics on passengers (2010, 
12 months ending December 2009).  
Comparing the own data to the statistics based on actual passengers reported by airports 
themselves from Airports Council International (ACI)( Passenger Traffic 2010), an airports’ 
interest association, it is evident that the data used in the study is accurate (fig. 10). The ACI 
releases statistics publicly for the top 30 airports available. Above is a comparison of own 
measured available aircraft seats when compared to ACI data from the 12 months ending 
December 2009. Own findings are in line with official statistics, however there is a systematic 
error resulting from own data not taking into account the load factor of aircraft. Therefore, 
own data reflects available seats while ACI data reveals true passengers. The difference is 
from 63 to 83 percent, consistent with usual aircraft load factors and when compared 
statistically, a linear regression reveals a coefficient of determination (r2) of 0,9441 between 
the reported true passenger amounts and own data (Holloway 2003; Financial report 2007; 
Financial Statement 2009). 
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V. RESULTS 
 
The weekly amount of available seats per origin-destination pair has been multiplied by 52 to 
convert it to an annual amount. This amount was then doubled to represent to and from 
movements, or symmetric flows. The number of connections from cities’ (t) has been 
calculated from the week 49 data of each airport and their unique cities without limitations to 
the number of weekly connections. The numbers are presented in table 5 on the next page. 
 
The most connected city is London with 300 unique destinations available. The London area 
passenger and destination data has been aggregated from the airports of Luton, Standstead, 
City and Heathrow. These airports alone are quite heavily trafficked and the agglomeration of 
the four clearly establishes it as a focal point of large flows of international air traffic. The 
total unique destinations g, which has been observed from the data, is 1195 – calculated by 
the unique number of airports in the data. The amount of average annual available seats Mg, is 
calculated as a total from the observed table.  
 
By the observations, the air traffic systems of the Baltic Sea Area are well connected 
westwards both in continental and intercontinental scales. When measured through annual air 
passengers, as represented here by seats, by far the largest air hub in the study area is 
Copenhagen. Its size when compared to the smallest center, Riga, is almost five times as big 
in passengers. The largest cities in the observation data are the centers of London, Atlanta, 
New York and Paris. A comparison has been drawn here to see which cities have the highest 
amounts of passengers per population. 
 
What is quite striking and what enforces the position of the first-world in the air transport 
networks is that airports of the Far East do not reach the top of the most connected cities.  It 
cannot be concluded clearly that this is the effect of western European domination among air 
transport networks, as the evidence is not conclusive. Rather, it may well be the consequence 
of local domestic air transport networks not being as fully developed as the ones in Western 
Europe. This is made evident by the placement of Copenhagen with 101 connections next to 
the city of Delhi with only 92 connections yet twenty times the amount of inhabitants. 
Table 5. Amount of available passenger seats per year, the number of connections, population 
and passengers per population of cities. Cities with stars (*) are aggregated multi-airport 
cities, study cities in bold. 
City
Passengers/yr
No. of connections
Population
Passengers/Pop ↓
C
ity
Passengers/yr
N
o. of connections
Population
Passengers/Pop
A
tlanta
116 050 376
231
519 145
223,54
Prague
13 593 528
106
1 212 097
11,21
Frankfurt
77 313 912
232
643 821
120,09
Shanghai
48 784 528
115
4 569 616
10,68
O
saka
20 337 200
53
177 856
114,35
Reykjavik
1 970 176
17
194 460
10,13
W
ashington
34 231 080
138
588 292
58,19
H
am
burg
17 191 824
74
1 704 735
10,08
A
m
sterdam
52 968 344
216
1 028 261
51,51
H
anover
4 908 176
41
514 718
9,54
Copenhagen
25 579 424
101
511 686
49,99
H
ong K
ong
65 485 992
106
7 055 071
9,28
Paris*
105 719 224
281
2 125 017
49,75
Birm
ingham
8 957 208
70
1 016 800
8,81
O
slo
24 747 320
83
554 551
44,63
Beijing
93 410 720
160
11 509 595
8,12
D
usseldorf*
23 792 288
141
568 855
41,82
Berlin*
26 707 824
120
3 386 667
7,89
M
unich
47 001 240
177
1 194 560
39,35
M
anchester
16 796 000
106
2 244 931
7,48
Lisbon
16 943 680
83
504 726
33,57
Bangkok
64 458 160
118
9 100 000
7,08
Palm
a
12 309 648
57
375 048
32,82
Strasbourg
1 838 720
18
263 682
6,97
Chicago
89 498 968
182
2 836 658
31,55
R
iga
4 755 192
56
719 928
6,61
H
elsinki
17 329 312
76
566 526
30,59
Tokyo
53 477 424
88
8 489 653
6,30
M
ilan*
38 816 648
140
1 306 086
29,72
W
arsaw
9 744 384
79
1 704 717
5,72
N
ice
9 881 768
60
343 166
28,80
N
ew
castle
4 406 896
38
800 000
5,51
V
enice
7 572 968
39
269 357
28,11
Budapest
9 306 440
76
1 699 213
5,48
Geneva
13 963 040
77
500 354
27,91
Brem
en
2 679 560
31
540 330
4,96
Stockholm
*
21 769 696
106
789 024
27,59
Gdansk
2 108 392
26
456 103
4,62
Zurich
30 871 152
126
1 121 711
27,52
Tallinn
1 698 528
20
397 235
4,28
A
thens
19 573 944
90
789 166
24,80
D
elhi
38 833 808
92
9 879 172
3,93
Brussels*
25 061 816
150
1 018 804
24,60
Bucharest
7 403 864
55
1 931 838
3,83
Luxem
bourg
2 077 088
29
84 644
24,54
H
ahn
2 460 848
42
643 821
3,82
Barcelona
37 256 752
120
1 605 602
23,20
K
aliningrad
1 574 872
7
422 013
3,73
M
adrid
69 267 640
161
3 128 600
22,14
K
rakow
2 423 616
32
756 336
3,20
Edinburgh
9 329 632
65
448 624
20,80
Istanbul
39 197 080
156
12 697 164
3,09
A
berdeen
4 212 104
31
212 125
19,86
V
ilnius
1 421 368
17
543 494
2,62
Rom
e
50 922 872
166
2 626 640
19,39
K
iev
6 856 616
73
2 698 926
2,54
Stuttgart
11 121 864
77
582 443
19,10
M
oscow
22 000 576
114
10 456 490
2,10
A
licante
6 003 608
56
322 431
18,62
Poznan
1 046 656
17
564 035
1,86
D
ublin
18 518 032
112
1 004 614
18,43
W
roclaw
1 126 944
14
633 950
1,78
London*
148 255 432
300
8 278 251
17,91
Tbilisi
1 542 216
28
1 108 600
1,39
Pisa
1 539 200
21
87 506
17,59
K
aunas
382 096
8
356 849
1,07
M
alaga
8 700 224
71
560 631
15,52
Palanga
154 752
2
185 296
0,84
V
ienna
25 401 584
126
1 677 867
15,14
M
insk
1 308 944
25
1 814 822
0,72
Glasgow
7 882 472
51
577 869
13,64
St. Petersburg
9 077 952
81
14 348 535
0,63
N
ew
 Y
ork*
110 148 064
228
8 274 527
13,31
N
urem
berg
5 669 664
49
486 628
11,65
A
verage passengers ( M
g)
25 971 415,25
Cologne
11 124 984
76
962 507
11,56
Total unique destinations ( g)
1195
Sources: U
nited N
ations' population statistics (2009), ow
n observations (2009-2010)
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Dividing the annual amount of passengers by the respective populations of cities yields the 
passengers per population field. The distribution of cities in the table 5 by the passengers per 
population resembles a chi-squared distribution. This can be interpreted as the world having a 
few top-tier cities that the rest are connected to. The positioning of Oslo and Copenhagen 
along the top ten of observed cities has likely been the effect of using the cities’ centers’ 
population for the calculation instead of their metropolitan area’s population. Equally 
unobvious is the placement of Palma de Mallorca to the 13th position on the table, this can be 
appraised due to the location being a prominent tourist destination. 
 
There is a strong correlation between the amount of passengers for each city and the number 
of destinations. This is evidence of the fact of hub and spoke networks existing that attract 
more passengers due to their large availability of destinations. There is, however, very little 
correlation between the population and the number of connections from cities and between 
populations and the annual amount of passengers at each city. When taking into consideration 
that potential passenger demand is a factor of population, distance and gross domestic product, 
there is evidence according to data that this other factors are strong determinants in air 
passenger flows.  
 
The East European cities have all been placed to the bottom of the table by the amount of 
passengers per population. The division is very striking and is evidence of the fact that there is 
an east–west divide along the region. Despite the fact that East European cities have almost 
32 % of the population in the table, the traffic in the region amounts to only 6,3 % of the 
table’s traffic. Two possible conclusions can be drawn from this fact: Firstly, Eastern 
European air transport networks are not as developed as their western European counterparts 
and secondly, eastern European cities must rely largely on other cities for their connectivity.  
 
Table 6 which compares the connections from the five study cities is presented on page 48, 
showing the amount of passenger flows by destination, as represented by available seats. The 
data in table 6 is symmetric: it has been multiplied by two as per the assumption that same 
aircraft must eventually return with an equal amount of seats available. An exception of this is 
the actual intra-region amount of passengers that was directly available from the data. Flows 
from Copenhagen, Helsinki, Oslo, Riga and Stockholm to each individual destination city 
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have been averaged by destination. The calculated local centrality Li, based on the previous 
table’s figures, is presented by city and has been multiplied by one thousand for clarity.  
 
Comparing the air traffic flows between the Baltic Sea Area and the destination cities, shows 
that intra-region flows are notably larger when compared to the rest of the cities. This 
confirms that short distances over bodies of water and between capitals tend to be densely 
trafficked air routes. It can also be distinguished that long range destinations reside towards 
the top of the list. This is the result of long range connections being flown by aircraft with 
sufficient range, which are often high passenger capacity wide-body airliners. 
 
The friction of distance on amount of available seats is evident on two ways: Firstly, long 
range destinations tend to attract higher amounts of passengers than short range destinations 
because they are only economically trafficked with sufficiently large airliners that lower the 
seat cost per flown kilometer. Secondly, due to the characteristics of hub and spoke networks, 
long range connections depend on feeder traffic from several smaller destinations. Flows from 
smaller destinations to hubs tend to be small as they are eventually aggregated in long range 
connections.   
 
The organization of cities in different categories according to their local centrality Li is clearly 
apparent in the table. The top-tier cities such as Paris, London and New York are all well 
connected from all the five cities. The large section of middle-tier cities are typically capitals 
of smaller countries or secondary cities of larger countries. The smallest airports by local 
centrality are secondary cities in smaller countries that are trafficked mainly by only one or 
two of the study cities. 
  
 
 
 
 
Table 6. Weekly symmetric passenger flows as represented by available passenger seats 
between the study cities organized by calculated local centrality (Li). 
CITY Centrality (Li*1000 ) Helsinki Stockholm* Copenhagen Oslo Riga Average
London* 600,3 16 922 29 422 39 918 23 564 4 962 22 958
Frankfurt 335,2 11 744 13 820 15 896 12 314 3 096 11 374
Paris* 474,8 12 466 10 064 17 034 10 572 1 744 10 376
Amsterdam 258,4 9 220 9 852 16 752 12 940 1 604 10 074
Bangkok 155,7 7 872 5 824 9 844 5 894 - 7 359
Munich 199,4 8 388 9 150 10 386 5 936 1 624 7 097
Berlin* 101,9 4 952 9 708 9 920 4 908 4 262 6 750
Brussels* 123,4 5 340 4 242 12 874 6 714 1 928 6 220
Zurich 115,1 3 882 6 714 10 228 5 342 648 5 363
Dusseldorf* 113,0 5 588 5 672 7 784 3 492 1 872 4 882
Reykjavik 3,9 - 2 926 7 596 4 068 - 4 863
Delhi 94,2 4 546 - - - -
Vienna 104,4 4 828 6 178 6 414 3 420 1 228 4 414
Hong Kong 141,0 4 242 - - - -
Shanghai 132,0 4 242 - - - -
Tallinn 4,3 5 692 3 440 4 544 2 832 4 320 4 166
Barcelona 120,4 2 960 5 676 9 074 1 926 1 016 4 130
New York* 393,3 4 690 5 858 6 110 3 430 560 4 130
Beijing 254,1 4 562 2 344 4 690 - - 3 865
Chicago 283,0 - 3 350 4 020 - - 3 685
Tokyo 105,8 3 094 - 4 020 - - 3 557
Prague 64,2 2 028 2 962 7 084 4 128 1 544 3 549
Budapest 38,1 3 864 3 944 4 836 1 092 - 3 434
Washington 132,7 - - 3 350 - - 3 350
Moscow 87,9 3 752 3 276 3 224 1 500 4 760 3 302
Istanbul 160,5 2 992 4 608 4 632 2 316 1 912 3 292
Warsaw 40,5 3 460 3 440 5 628 1 792 1 740 3 212
Madrid 220,2 2 244 2 532 4 600 - - 3 125
Osaka 39,3 3 030 - - - -
Milan* 143,3 3 852 2 434 5 186 880 1 732 2 817
Gdansk 6,2 - 1 500 4 350 2 294 - 2 715
Manchester 71,4 1 848 2 702 4 988 1 086 - 2 656
Rome 194,7 2 172 2 530 5 034 1 228 1 732 2 539
Dublin 79,2 - 1 918 3 664 1 890 2 524 2 499
Hamburg 50,4 2 868 1 700 3 160 2 636 1 180 2 309
Lisbon 56,1 2 140 2 100 2 480 1 996 - 2 179
Vilnius 3,3 1 820 1 000 3 060 512 4 468 2 172
Geneva 47,3 1 512 1 938 3 972 1 092 - 2 129
Atlanta 409,0 - - 2 080 - - 2 080
Malaga 34,4 1 926 836 3 864 1 160 - 1 947
Stuttgart 42,2 - - 1 900 - - 1 900
Saint Petersburg 40,1 3 792 1 784 1 570 512 1 200 1 772
Luxembourg 6,9 - - 1 560 - - 1 560
Hanover 14,9 - 1 008 2 000 - - 1 504
Palanga 0,1 - - 1 876 - 1 100 1 488
Strasbourg 4,0 - - 1 320 - - 1 320
Kaunas 0,8 - - - - 1 300
Hahn 10,8 - 1 512 - - 1 008 1 260
Nice 31,0 - 512 2 684 580 - 1 259
Kiev 31,4 - - 810 - 1 624 1 217
Edinburgh 32,6 - 1 008 1 602 1 020 - 1 210
Alicante 22,5 - 512 512 2 520 - 1 181
Krakow 8,2 - - - 1 092 - 1 092
Kaliningrad 1,4 - - - - 1 000
Cologne 41,7 - 992 - - - 992
Birmingham 34,4 - 220 1 754 - - 987
Palma 32,9 - - 900 - - 900
Minsk 4,7 - - - - 852
Wroclaw 2,4 - - 816 - - 816
Aberdeen 10,5 - - 1 100 352 - 726
Nuremberg 19,2 - - 660 - - 660
Tbilisi 5,7 - - - - 648
Bucharest 24,6 700 - 574 - - 637
Glasgow 23,5 - - 600 - - 600
Newcastle 13,1 - - 600 - - 600
Poznan 2,9 - 600 500 - - 550
Athens 65,4 - 314 686 - - 500
Bremen 8,3 - 504 160 - 756 473
Helsinki 52,0 - 25 576 14 902 7 772 5 920 13 543
Stockholm* 81,3 25 576 - 31 308 28 304 3 056 22 061
Copenhagen 83,9 14 902 30 796 - 29 626 4 020 19 836
Oslo 67,9 7 772 29 544 30 034 - 5 910 18 315
Riga 20,1 5 704 3 056 4 020 5 910 - 4 673
Source: Own data. *Cities' aiports aggregated. Li ='000s
4 546
4 242
4 242
3 030
1 300
1 000
852
648
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The local centrality of the study cities with the amount of available seats correlate linearly. 
The coefficient of correlation is slightly significant (r2= 0,593) Therefore the local centrality 
of cities is a poor but completely insignificant explanatory factor for flows outside of the 
region. The residuals of regression increase at higher values of local centrality – there is 
significantly more variation in available seats per city in the more connected cities in the data. 
Calculating the ranks of city wise flows and their correlations between the five study cities 
yields a correlation coefficient between the five networks. A matrix of those rank correlations 
is presented here:  
Table 7. Correlation between the ranks of flows to destinations and Li between the five hubs. 
Correlation between ranks of flows
Helsinki Stockholm Copenhagen Oslo Riga
Helsinki -
Stockholm 0,8025 -
Copenhagen 0,7269 0,9011 -
Oslo 0,8232 0,7804 0,7559 -
Riga 0,3125 0,3504 0,3280 0,1674 -
Local centrality 0,4120 0,6205 0,6522 0,4903 0,2773
Source: Own data  
   
The correlation between the ranks of flows in the table can be interpreted as a way of gauging 
similarity between the networks of the five cities – the higher the correlation coefficient, the 
more similar the connections of the two networks are. The correlation between local centrality 
and the local network yields the similarity between the world’s city system and the air 
transport network of the city in question. Helsinki’s air network resembles closely those of 
Stockholm and Oslo, but differs from Copenhagen’s network. Stockholm’s network is very 
similar to Copenhagen’s, while Riga’s network clearly differs from the rest. Copenhagen’s 
network is well connected to the rest of the world.  
 
The similarities are unexpected as Helsinki is in close proximity to Stockholm but not to 
Copenhagen; Stockholm’s network being more similar to Copenhagen’s, although it is further 
away. It can be said that airlines’ destinations in Helsinki are not the same as airlines’ 
destinations from Copenhagen, yet Stockholm’s and Oslo’s airlines’ destinations are similar 
with the ones in Copenhagen. The correlation matrix (table 7) shows that airlines in Riga do 
not compete with the other study cities’ airlines by trafficking the same destinations.  
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Results – connectivity 
 
The calculated index of connectivity for all five airports has been presented here as maps. 
These maps show the value of the index of connectivity by the thickness of lines and the 
annual number of passengers in thousands is written along the line. The first two maps (fig. 
11 & 12) show the connectivities of intercontinental air links from the study airports. 
Thereafter, all five airports’ Intra-European routes are presented in figures 13–17.  
 
A relevant question arises from the occurrence of multiple hubs in the Baltic Sea Area: will 
they compete with each other? A way to answer this is to examine geographical differences in 
the networks of the cities. In intercontinental connections this has been examined in two maps 
and intracontinentally, i.e. in Europe, all the networks have been mapped separately. In 
general, the less similar geographically the networks are, the less likely that they compete 
with each other or that they have pushed each other’s networks into a non-competitive shape – 
in effect having specialized already.  
 
The intercontinental networks of the study cities reflect increasing competition between 
Helsinki and Copenhagen when it comes to Asia. A clear divergence between East and West 
routes is apparent as more cities to the west are connected from Copenhagen and more cities 
to the East are connected through Helsinki: From Copenhagen only the cities of Bangkok, 
Istanbul, Beijing and Tokyo are directly served whereas from Helsinki eight Asian cities are 
directly served. Copenhagen is much more connected to Western cities than Helsinki – a total 
of five compared to Helsinki’s one. 
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Figure 11. Intercontinental connections available from Copenhagen and Helsinki. Line 
thickness indicates index of connectivity (Cij) values and numbers annual available  
passenger seats. 
 
Figure 12. Intercontinental connections available from Oslo, Stockholm and Riga.
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The intercontinental networks of Stockholm, Oslo and Riga contrast the observed situation of 
Copenhagen and Helsinki – the situation is much more geographically balanced. It appears 
that the three cities’ networks have not geographically specialized in intercontinental 
connections instead relying on connections to major world cities to provide further 
connections. There is an exception of the flight connection to Tbilisi from Riga that illustrates 
the emerging tendency of that city to provide specialized connections to the East.  
 
This evidence suggests the emergence of a two new hubs in the Baltic Sea Area. Helsinki is 
functioning currently as a major thoroughfare to Asia, providing eight connections. This is a 
likely result from the chosen strategy of Helsinki’s main airline, Finnair, to operate as a 
gateway to Asia. Riga is emerging as a Baltic alternative to the traditional hubs of the area. 
The low cost carrier Air Baltic is improving its hub position at Riga and as the situation 
matures a new connection point from the Baltic Sea Area to the global cities will emerge.  
 
The cities’ Intra-European connections show that the major connections are to major cities in 
Western Europe. In general, there is much less difference between the study cities connections 
in Intra-European connections than in intercontinental connections. This pattern reflects the 
nature of hub and spoke networks in airline networks – that is the study cities appear to be the 
endpoints of a spoke network that emerge from major West European cities.  
 
 
 
Figure 13. European international connections from Oslo with Cij more than 5. 
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Figure 14. European international connections from Copenhagen with Cij > 5. 
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Figure 15. European international connections from Stockholm with Cij > 5. 
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Figure 16. European international connections from Helsinki with Cij > 5. 
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Figure 17. European international connections from Riga with Cij > 5. 
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Figure 18. Connections with > 3 links per week, roughly equal to > 250 flights per year, in 
the year 2010 as observed from the data. 
 
The geographic differences in the study cities’ flight connections are surprisingly similar in 
Intra-European links. What is also unexpected is the inconnectivity to cities in Eastern Europe. 
There is no evidence to suggest geographic specialization of flight connections between the 
study cities. Strongest connections from Helsinki and Riga, the easternmost of the study cities, 
are to the west from both cities. It should be noted that the cartographic presentation of the 
links from the cities leaves out the least connected routes, but this does not invalidate the 
conclusion.  
 
The results from the Intra-European connectivities from the study cities show that the Baltic 
Sea Area is a hinterland of the Western Europe and that available transport between the study 
Area and Western Europe is contested between the various suppliers of air transport between 
the regions. Added to this burden of contest is the conscious decision of Helsinki to act as a 
gateway between Asia and Europe (fig. 18), creating an additional supply of air transport 
between Helsinki and Western Europe as the network strategy depends upon the ability to 
attract passengers into it. This quality depends on the innate ability of cities to attract each 
other’s traffic into themselves, which can be measured. 
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Results – gravity model 
 
How is natural potential transport demand affecting the connections observed? To answer this, 
a randomly selected sample of cities (n=84) and their flows has been acquired from the 
collected data to formulate a conventional gravity model for passenger demand between cities 
based on GDP, distance between and populations of the two locations. Using this model, the 
demands of the links from the study cities have been modeled and are used in explaining the 
formulation of a multi hub area air transport system.  
 
From the linear regression models listed in table 4, five were selected here for further 
studying by their coefficients of determination (r2). 
 
Table 8. Unstandardized coefficients of models A–E. Factors have been converted to base 10 
logarithms. 
Dependent variable Log(10) seats
Model A B C D E
Constant -6,027 -10,797 -8,847 -9,563 -8,847
Sum of populations - - - -0,402 -
Product of populations 0,433 0,558 0,588 - -0,159
Sum of GDP per capitas - 1,898 - - -
Product of GDP per capitas - - - - -
Product of GDPs  0,258 - 0,748 - -
Product of GDP per capita per city inhabitant - - - 0,808 0,748
Distance -0,588 -0,465 -0,434 -0,395 -0,434
R squared 0,434 0,498 0,495 0,509 0,495
Adjusted R2 0,413 0,479 0,476 0,491 0,476
Unstandardized coefficients, selected model A in bold  
  
The coefficients of the created models are presented in table 8. While the selected model A 
was not the most accurate in terms of the coefficient of determination (r2), it was selected to 
give distance the most influence in modeling demand. It was self-hypothesized that distance 
could be used to explain the differences in the air transport of the study area. Furthermore, the 
large differences in GDP and population in the area would give unsatisfying results for 
modeling if selected as the primary drivers of demand.  
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Table 9. Modeled annual air transport demand in thousands with selected gravity model A. 
Origin
Destination Predicted Observed Predicted Observed Predicted Observed Predicted Observed Predicted Observed
Aberdeen 100 - 159 - 134 57 161 18 71 -
Alicante 73 - 105 27 87 27 88 131 55 -
Amsterdam 149 479 236 512 244 871 215 673 114 83
Athens 84 - 114 16 90 36 89 - 66 -
Atlanta 94 - 130 - 95 108 109 - 66 -
Bangkok 138 409 181 303 128 512 144 306 98 -
Barcelona 159 154 230 295 196 472 195 100 121 53
Beijing 359 237 468 122 325 244 373 - 250 -
Berlin 436 258 696 505 853 516 561 255 366 222
Birmingham 180 - 280 11 253 91 260 - 134 -
Bremen 183 - 297 26 363 8 263 - 144 39
Brussels 123 278 192 221 189 669 173 349 94 100
Bucharest 142 36 190 - 149 30 144 - 116 -
Budapest 136 201 193 205 166 251 148 57 115 -
Chicago 207 - 285 174 207 209 240 - 144 -
Cologne 211 - 329 52 342 - 287 - 165 -
Delhi 297 236 385 - 272 - 303 - 212 -
Dublin 89 - 137 100 116 191 128 98 65 131
Dusseldorf 169 291 265 295 278 405 233 182 132 97
Edinburgh 132 - 208 52 177 83 204 53 95 -
Frankfurt 176 611 272 719 279 827 232 640 140 161
Gdansk 159 - 250 78 229 226 173 119 155 -
Geneve 77 79 115 101 105 207 97 57 60 -
Glasgow 144 - 225 - 191 31 219 - 104 -
Hahn 176 - 272 79 279 - 232 - 140 52
Hamburg 316 149 522 88 716 164 458 137 252 61
Hannover 178 - 286 52 344 104 247 - 143 -
Hong Kong 107 221 140 - 99 - 112 - 75 -
Istanbul 386 156 514 240 395 241 395 120 305 99
Kaliningrad 224 - 335 - 255 - 218 - 248 52
Kaunas 85 - 111 - 75 - 71 - 108 68
Kiev 215 - 270 - 193 42 193 - 183 84
Krakow 153 - 219 - 191 - 163 57 136 -
Lisbon 53 111 76 109 62 129 65 104 39 -
London 447 880 691 1 530 635 2 076 633 1 225 334 258
Luxembourg 23 - 35 - 35 81 31 - 18 -
Madrid 198 117 287 132 239 239 245 - 148 -
Malaga 87 100 125 43 102 201 106 60 65 -
Manchester 257 96 400 141 358 259 378 56 189 -
Milan 184 200 271 127 245 270 225 46 145 90
Minsk 185 - 224 - 151 - 151 - 182 44
Moscow 762 195 845 170 534 168 588 78 557 248
Munich 227 436 340 476 328 540 278 309 184 84
New York 343 244 476 305 349 318 404 178 241 29
Newcastle 172 - 272 - 241 31 264 - 125 -
Nice 101 - 147 27 130 140 123 30 78 -
Nurnberg 159 - 242 - 244 34 200 - 129 -
Osaka 43 158 57 - 40 - 45 - 30 -
Palanga (Klaipeida) 69 - 102 - 68 98 62 - 85 57
Palma de Mallorca 82 - 118 - 99 47 99 - 62 -
Paris 243 648 370 523 345 886 326 550 185 91
Poznan 148 - 228 31 233 26 171 - 133 -
Prague 137 105 206 154 208 368 164 215 115 80
Reykjavik 20 - 29 152 21 395 26 212 13 -
Rome 230 113 329 132 280 262 267 64 181 90
St. Petersburg 996 197 823 93 445 82 523 27 532 62
Shanghai 360 221 471 - 329 - 377 - 251 -
Strasbourg 104 - 158 - 153 69 134 - 82 -
Stuttgart 163 - 246 - 241 99 207 - 129 -
Tallinn 209 296 127 179 59 236 70 147 81 225
Tbilisi 47 - 60 - 43 - 46 - 36 34
Tokyo 229 161 300 - 210 209 242 - 159 -
Warsaw 250 180 356 179 298 293 253 93 239 90
Washington 106 - 147 - 108 174 124 - 74 -
Vienna 157 251 229 321 208 334 179 178 132 64
Vilnius 99 95 125 52 84 159 81 27 117 232
Wroclaw 145 - 217 - 212 42 166 - 127 -
Zurich 117 202 175 349 165 532 147 278 92 34
(Constant) -6,027
Distance -0,588
Product of 
populations 0,433
Product of GDP 0,258
RigaHelsinki Stockholm Copenhagen Oslo
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The modeled demand in table 9 shows the potential demand of transport between the five 
study cities and the 84 cities originally selected that have flight connections to them from the 
Baltic Sea Area. The results show a geographic balance in the demanded traffic. The 
differences in potential do not differ geographically between the five cities. Especially the 
results for Riga show that the most potential is to the cities in Western Europe. The potential 
demand of traffic to nearby Eastern European cities, i.e. Kaunas and Krakow, is slightly larger 
than in other cities but not decisively.  
 
Using a gravity model to explain air transport flows between cities can be problematic in this 
case, because it only determines the potential transport demand between a pair of cities and it 
does not consider the rerouting of flows through some central location, which is often the case 
in hub and spoke networks. However, these differences between the predicted and observed 
values can be explained as the reroutement of passengers through some intermediate cities 
that have higher observed values than predicted values, in explanation they attract more air 
traffic than the determinants of population, distance and GDP suggest.  
 
In the case of most potential to the large Russian cities of St. Petersburg and Moscow, the 
most potential demand is from Helsinki and Stockholm, reflecting the importance of gross 
domestic product in determining potential demand. That is, there is no specific geographic 
specialization from any of the study cities towards the east. Moreover, there is a common 
amount of potential demand from Helsinki, Stockholm, Copenhagen and Oslo toward western 
European cities. This supports the results of the calculated index of connectivity – there is 
little to support the view that in intra-continental scale, there is geographic specialization.  
 
The predicted potential traffic in table 9 gives a perspective into the future of the geographies 
of airlines in Eastern Europe. It is evident that the flight networks between Eastern Europe 
and the Baltic Sea Area and the connections within Eastern Europe in general as exemplified 
by Riga are as of yet underdeveloped. There is much potential to be realized, which shall be 
brought about by the growth of gross domestic products of countries. As affluence increases 
in Eastern Europe, air travel networks have the potential to become specialized in the Baltic 
Sea Area. This gives especially Riga, as the nearest point to Eastern Europe, the potential to 
become the large hub-gateway between Eastern Europe and the Baltic Sea Area.  
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The geographic balance in potential transport demand gives rise to competition within routes 
from Western Europe. This places airlines operating out of Helsinki, Stockholm and Oslo to a 
particularly volatile situation. It is likely that these cities operate as the endpoints of hub and 
spoke networks originating in Copenhagen, London, Frankfurt and other Western European 
cities. The geographic differences networks of these Helsinki, Stockholm and Oslo are so 
small that they essentially serve the same market. In attracting traffic into one city’s network, 
the other cities potential is lessened in a way that may threaten their position further, as there 
are not enough passengers to justify the same amounts of destinations or increasing the costs 
of airlines operating through those cities.  
It is the conclusion of this study that the airline geography of Baltic Sea Area will change 
with a major reorganization process that is to be brought about by the cementification of the 
air transport links between Asia and the study region and the yet unrealized potential of air 
transport growth in Eastern Europe. It is foreseen that the air transport links in the study area 
can further specialize geographically. 
 
 VI. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION 
 
The hub hinterlands of the Baltic Sea Area have not specialized by geographic directions as of 
yet. More specifically the hub hinterland statuses of Helsinki, Riga, Oslo and Stockholm are 
mainly the country’s own domestic destinations. The major connecting hub in the region 
remains Copenhagen, with most connective links to Western Europe’s major hub cities.  The 
resulting geography of connectivity is likely the result of historically strong links between the 
study area’s cities and Western Europe. This is amplified by the size of large market centers 
of Western Europe and their history as connecting points of air travel.  
 
Transport potential as demonstrated by the gravity model output is relatively similar in all the 
five cities of the study area. This places the operating airlines in the area in a beneficial 
position to co-operate with each other and to specialize geographically in their own 
hinterlands. Also the similarities in the transport potential create ideal conditions for spillage 
of sensitive passengers into competing airlines’ networks, as there is scant difference in time 
penalties in using airlines based in the other study cities.  
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It is likely, however, that the national airlines of their respective countries attempt to maintain 
a specific individual hinterland and a fortress hub status domestically in nations’ capitals in 
order to maintain or boost the nations’ economic growth. The results suggest that there are 
heavy interests in part of the states of the study area to maintain air transport accessibility 
from their respective countries to the global air transport networks. It is also likely that 
consumer choice of the airline passengers in the area guide the airline use: Passengers of one 
country may elect their national airline for reasons of national solidarity, when the price 
differentials of different airlines are low enough. If this is the case, a link exists between 
consumer choice and geography via airlines and their networks. Consumer choice can indeed 
be nationalistic. 
 
Through the actions of the airlines based in Helsinki and Copenhagen, the nodes for the air 
traffic there have become intermediate: there is not enough potential demand to justify the 
supplied traffic at those points but the chosen strategies of operations there attract airline 
traffic to those cities. This has a significant local economic effect in both cities and not 
surprisingly, handled by nationally owned airlines.  
 
There likely exists a divergence between the interests of global airline alliances and those of 
the states, which brings forth a question about the sustainability of national interests in air 
transport systems. The geography of potential demand as exemplified by this case speaks in 
favor of organizing links collusively between the airlines in the region. All the study cities 
need to connect to the large centers of Western Europe in order to attract traffic to their own 
networks. There is no distinct advantage in operating to Western Europe from any one of the 
study cities as of yet.    
 
Riga is poised to become a prominent hub of air transport as the economic growth potential of 
Eastern Europe is realized. Riga also has available capacity to realize the growth of future air 
traffic. And if the situation of the rest of the study area and its historical connections is 
extrapolated to Riga, all evidence suggests the local airline geography to further interlink with 
Eastern European cities. And investigating the physical location of Riga reveals its 
betweenness on the air links between North America, Eastern Europe and Middle East.  
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Intercontinental connections between the study area and the rest of the world reveal a small 
bifurcation of the links in the area and some geographic specialization. The air links from 
Helsinki to Asia have since the beginning of this decade gained new destinations and new 
passenger volume. The intercontinental air links from Copenhagen have specialized towards 
North America. The links from Helsinki reflect the chosen strategy of Finnair to operate out 
of Helsinki as a gateway to Europe, causing the amount of destinations offered to increase. 
The absence of such an amount of links offered from Copenhagen testifies to the success of 
that operation – Copenhagen’s role as a larger hub in the area has not justified such an amount 
of Asian destinations to be served from there.  
 
The conclusions of this study do not disagree from those of previous studies, which state that 
Copenhagen is the major hub in the region; rather this study brings more depth into the 
situation in the Baltic Sea Area. There is a position of future co-operation between the airlines 
in the area as airlines continue to detach themselves from states, as well as unrealized 
potential demand in the Eastern parts of the region. It is foreseeable that airlines in the region 
will specialize geographically with specific hinterlands, which are ununified with states’ 
borders.  
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ANNEX 1 AIRCRAFT & AMOUNT OF SEATS 
Aircraft model 
IATA 
code 
Number of 
seats
Airbus A300C4/F4 Freighter ABX 0
Airbus A300 Freighter ABF 0
Airbus A300-600ST Beluga Freighter ABB 0
Airbus A300 pax AB3 200
Airbus A300B2/B4/C4 pax AB4 220
Airbus A300-600 pax AB6 266
Airbus A310-300 Freighter 31Y 0
Airbus A310-200 Freighter 31X 0
Airbus A310 Freighter 31F 0
Airbus A318/319/320/321 32S 150
Airbus A380 Freighter 38F 0
Airbus A310 all pax models 310 198
Airbus A310-200 pax 312 198
Airbus A310-300 pax 313 218
Airbus A318 318 107
Airbus A319 319 124
Airbus A320-100/200 320 150
Airbus A321-100/200 321 186
Airbus A330 all models 330 293
Airbus A330-200 332 293
Airbus A330-300 333 335
Airbus A340 all models 340 303
Airbus A340-200 342 303
Airbus A340-300 343 335
Airbus A340-500 345 316
Airbus A340-600 346 372
Airbus A380 pax 380 555
Antonov AN-26 A26 50
Antonov AN-28 ZL Miele M-28 Skytruck A28 17
Antonov AN-30 A30 50
Antonov AN-32 A32 50
Antonov AN-140 A40 50
Antonov AN-124 Ruslan A4F 0
Antonov AN-24 AN4 50
Antonov AN-26 / AN-30 /AN-32 AN6 50
Antonov AN-72 / AN-74 AN7 68
Antonov AN-12 ANF 14
Aerospatiale/Alenia ATR 42-300 / 320 AT4 48
Aerospatiale/Alenia ATR 42-500 AT5 48
Aerospatiale/Alenia ATR 72 AT7 72
Aerospatiale/Alenia ATR 42/ ATR 72 ATR 60
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BAe 146-100 Pax 141 70
BAe 146-200 Pax 142 112
BAe 146-300 Pax 143 128
BAe 146 all pax models 146 70
BAe 146 Freighter (-100/200/300QT) 14F 0
BAe 146 Freighter (-100QT & QC) 14X 0
BAe 146 Freighter (-200QT & QC) 14Y 0
BAe 146 Freighter (-200QT & QC) 14Z 0
Avro RJ100 Avroliner AR1 100
Avro RJ70 Avroliner AR7 70
Avro RJ85 Avroliner AR8 85
Avro RJ70 RJ85 / RJ100 Avroliner ARJ 85
Avro RJX85 RJX100 ARX 90
Avro RJX100 AX1 90
Avro RJX85 AX8 90
Beechcraft 1900/1900C BES 19
Beechcraft 1900D BEH 19
Boeing 707-300 pax 703 189
Boeing 707/720 all pax models 707 112
Boeing 707 Freighter 70F 0
Boeing 707 Combi 70M 0
Boeing 717 717 106
Boeing 727-100 pax 721 145
Boeing 727-200 pax 722 145
Boeing 727 all pax models 727 145
Boeing 727-100 Mixed Configuration 72B 145
Boeing 727-200 Mixed Configuration 72C 145
Boeing 727 Freighter (-100/200) 72F 0
Boeing 727 Combi 72M 0
Boeing 727-200 Advanced pax 72S 145
Boeing 727-100 Freighter 72X 0
Boeing 727-200 Freighter 72Y 0
Boeing 737-100 pax 731 100
Boeing 737-200 pax 732 115
Boeing 737-300 pax 733 128
Boeing 737-400 pax 734 146
Boeing 737-500 pax 735 108
Boeing 737-600 pax 736 110
Boeing 737 all pax models 737 126
Boeing 737-800 pax 738 162
Boeing 737-900 pax 739 177
Boeing 737 all Freighter models 73F 0
Boeing 737-700 pax 73G 126
Boeing 737-800 (winglets) pax 73H 162
Boeing 737-200 Combi 73M 0
Boeing 737-700 (winglets) pax 73W 126
Boeing 737-200 Freighter 73X 0
Boeing 737-300 Freighter 73Y 0
Boeing 747-100 pax 741 452
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Boeing 747-200 pax 742 452
Boeing 747-300 pax 743 420
Boeing 747-400 pax 744 416
Boeing 747 all pax models 747 416
Boeing 747-200 Combi 74C 210
Boeing 747-300 Combi 74D 266
Boeing 747-400 Combi 74E 266
Boeing 747 all Freighter models 74F 0
Boeing 747-400 (Domestic) pax 74J 568
Boeing 747SP 74L 316
Boeing 747 all Combi models 74M 266
Boeing 747SR pax 74R 316
Boeing 747-100 Freighter 74T 0
Boeing 747-300 / 747-200 SUD Freighter 74U 0
Boeing 747SR Freighter 74V 0
Boeing 747-200 Freighter 74X 0
Boeing 747-400 Freighter 74Y 0
Boeing 757-200 pax 752 209
Boeing 757-300 pax 753 265
Boeing 757 all pax models 757 209
Boeing 757 Freighter 75F 0
Boeing 757 Mixed Configuration 75M 100
Boeing 767-200 pax 762 253
Boeing 767-300 pax 763 280
Boeing 767-400 pax 764 245
Boeing 767 all pax models 767 260
Boeing 767 all Freighter models 76F 0
Boeing 767-200 Freighter 76X 0
Boeing 767-300 Freighter 76Y 0
Boeing 777-200 pax 772 373
Boeing 777-300 pax 773 468
Boeing 777 all pax models 777 421
Canadair Challenger CCJ 16
Canadair CL-44 CL4 160
CRJ 100 CR1 50
CRJ 200 CR2 50
CRJ 700 CR7 70
CRJ 900 CR9 80
Canadair Regional Jet CRJ 60
British Aerospace ATP ATP 66
British Aerospace One Eleven B11 89
British Aerospace One Eleven 200 B12 89
British Aerospace One Eleven 300 B13 89
British Aerospace One Eleven 400/475 B14 89
British Aerospace One Eleven 500 B15 103
British Aerospace Jetstream 31 J31 19
British Aerospace Jetstream 32 J32 19
British Aerospace Jetstream 41 J41 29
British Aerospace Jetstream 31 32 41 JST 24
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CASA / IPTN 212 Aviocar CS2 26
CASA / IPTN CN-235 CS5 45
Convair CV-240 / 440 / 580 / 600 / 640 Freighter CVF 0
Convair CV-240 / 440 / 580 / 600 / 640 pax CVR 49
Convair CV-240 Freighter CVV 0
Convair CV-440 Freighter CVX 0
Convair CV-440 Metropolitan pax CV4 52
Convair CV-580 / 600 / 640 Freighter CVY 0
Convair CV-580 pax CV5 56
Dassault Falcon 10 100 20 200 2000 DF2 6
Dassault Falcon 50 900 DF3 13
Dassault Falcon DFL 13
De Havilland DHC-8-100 Dash 8 8Q DH1 37
De Havilland DHC-8-200 Dash 8 8Q DH2 37
De Havilland DHC-8-300 Dash 8 8Q DH3 50
De Havilland DHC-8-400 Dash 8Q DH4 70
De Havilland DHC-7 Dash 7 DH7 54
De Havilland DHC-8 Dash 8 all models DH8 37
De Havilland DH.104 Dove DHD 10
De Havilland DH.114 Heron DHH 13
De Havilland DHC-3 Turbo Otter DHL 9
De Havilland DHC-3 Otter Turbo Otter DHO 9
Embraer 170 E70 70
Embraer 190 E90 98
Embraer EMB.120 Brasilia EM2 30
Embraer EMB.110 Bandeirnate EMB 18
Embraer 170/190 EMJ 83
Embraer RJ135 ER3 37
Embraer RJ145 Amazon ER4 50
Embraer RJ140 ERD 44
Embraer RJ135 / RJ140 / RJ145 ERJ 40
Fairchild Dornier Do.228 D28 15
Fairchild Dornier Do.328 D38 31
Fokker F.27 Friendship Fairchild F.27 F27 44
Fairchild Dornier 728JET FA7 78
Fairchild Dornier 328JET FRJ 33
Fairchild (Swearingen) SA26 SA226 SA227 Metro Merlin 
Expediter SWM 8
Fokker F100 100 100
Fokker F.28 Fellowship 1000 F21 60
Fokker F.28 Fellowship 2000 F22 79
Fokker F.28 Fellowship 3000 F23 79
Fokker F.28 Fellowship 4000 F24 85
Fokker F.27 Friendship Fairchild F.27 F27 44
Fokker F.28 Fellowship F28 70
Fokker 50 F50 50
Fokker 70 F70 79
Gulfstream/Rockwell Turbo Commander ACD 7
Gulfstream/Rockwell Commander ACP 7
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Gulfstream/Rockwell Turbo Commander ACT 7
Gulfstream G-1159 II III IV V GRJ 16
Ilyushin IL114 I14 64
Ilyushin IL96-300 pax I93 235
Ilyushin IL96M pax I9M 335
Ilyushin IL62 IL6 174
Ilyushin IL76 IL7 0
Ilyushin IL18 IL8 100
Ilyushin IL96 pax IL9 335
Ilyushin IL86 ILW 292
LET 410 L4T 18
Lockheed L-1011 Tristar pax L10 256
Lockheed L-1011 50 100 150 200 250 L11 256
Lockheed L-1011 500 Tristar pax L15 256
Lockheed L-1011 Tristar Freighter L1F 0
Lockheed L-188 Electra pax LOE 104
Lockheed L-188 Electra Freighter LOF 0
Lockheed L-182 282 382 L-100 Hercules LOH 0
McDonnell Douglas MD11 pax M11 323
McDonnell Douglas MD11 Freighter M1F 0
McDonnell Douglas MD11 Mixed Conf. M1M 204
McDonnell Douglas MD80 M80 157
McDonnell Douglas MD81 M81 157
McDonnell Douglas MD82 M82 157
McDonnell Douglas MD83 M83 157
McDonnell Douglas MD87 M87 124
McDonnell Douglas MD88 M88 157
McDonnell Douglas MD90 M90 179
Pilatus PC-12 PL2 9
Pilatus PC-6 Turbo Porter PL6 8
Britten-Norman BN-2A/B Islander BNI 8
Britten-Norman BN-2A Mk III Trislander BNT 16
Saab 2000 S20 50
Saab SF340A/B SF3 35
Shorts SD.330 SH3 30
Shorts SD.360 SH6 36
Shorts SC-5 Belfast SHB 0
Shorts SC-7 Skyvan SHS 19
Tupolev Tu-204 / Tu-214 T20 206
Tupolev Tu134 TU3 84
Tupolev Tu154 TU5 160
Vickers Viscount VCV 55
Harbin Yunshuji Y12 YN2 7
Yakovlev Yak 42 YK2 120
Yakovlev Yak 40 YK4 29
Source: Aircraft ICAO and IATA codes (2009)     
 
ANNEX 2 VALUES USED FOR GRAVITY MODELING 
Distances GDP BN (USD 2009 PPP) Helsinki Stockholm Copenhagen Oslo Riga
Population 566 526 789 024 511 686 554 551 719 928
GDP BN (USD 2009 PPP) 183 333 199 277 32
Aberdeen 212 125 2 165 1 593 1 198 928 836 1 574
Alicante 322 431 1 367 3 030 2 711 2 165 2 570 2 741
Amsterdam 1 028 261 652 1 522 1 153 634 959 1 334
Athens 789 166 339 2 490 2 452 2 141 2 635 2 111
Atlanta 519 145 14 250 7 768 7 470 7 391 7 100 7 928
Bangkok 9 100 000 536 7 907 8 295 8 637 8 671 7 935
Barcelona 1 605 602 1 367 2 628 2 315 1 769 2 190 2 337
Beijing 11 509 595 8 767 6 308 6 691 7 194 6 983 6 520
Berlin 3 386 667 2 812 1 119 839 345 860 839
Birmingham 1 016 800 2 165 1 844 1 451 1 001 1 165 1 714
Bremen 540 330 2 812 1 271 923 380 806 1 058
Brussels 1 018 804 381 1 655 1 286 770 1 089 1 463
Bucharest 1 931 838 256 1 753 1 763 1 553 2 002 1 381
Budapest 1 699 213 186 1 479 1 361 1 019 1 514 1 102
Chicago 2 836 658 14 250 7 123 6 861 6 857 6 509 7 326
Cologne 962 507 2 812 1 527 1 189 643 1 065 1 288
Delhi 9 879 172 3 548 5 224 5 583 5 841 5 968 5 172
Dublin 1 004 614 177 2 022 1 624 1 239 1 290 1 941
Dusseldorf 568 855 2 812 1 509 1 164 621 1 027 1 281
Edinburgh 448 624 2 165 1 718 1 321 999 970 1 673
Frankfurt 643 821 2 812 1 537 1 221 678 1 139 1 269
Gdansk 456 103 686 766 587 396 783 446
Geneve 500 354 316 1 992 1 684 1 140 1 587 1 705
Glasgow 577 869 2 165 1 781 1 384 1 067 1 030 1 740
Hahn 643 821 2 812 1 536 1 221 678 1 139 1 269
Hamburg 1 704 735 2 812 1 168 825 280 733 956
Hannover 514 718 2 812 1 278 948 402 864 1 041
Hong Kong 7 055 071 301 7 810 8 208 8 652 8 547 7 942
Istanbul 12 697 164 862 2 167 2 209 2 010 2 458 1 807
Kaliningrad 422 013 2 103 658 554 510 817 310
Kaunas 356 849 53 606 639 718 962 225
Kiev 2 698 926 294 1 170 1 320 1 350 1 654 861
Krakow 756 336 686 1 184 1 071 781 1 251 810
Lisbon 504 726 232 3 365 2 999 2 473 2 769 3 138
London 8 278 251 2 165 1 848 1 463 979 1 205 1 690
Luxembourg 84 644 38 1 675 1 341 795 1 215 1 426
Madrid 3 128 600 1 367 2 949 2 603 2 062 2 416 2 694
Malaga 560 631 1 367 3 352 3 016 2 472 2 840 3 082
Manchester 2 244 931 2 165 1 811 1 415 994 1 110 1 703
Milan 1 306 086 1 756 1 949 1 681 1 156 1 644 1 629
Minsk 1 814 822 112 738 887 1 004 1 236 423
Moscow 10 456 490 2 103 874 1 220 1 540 1 605 831
Munich 1 194 560 2 812 1 575 1 317 811 1 317 1 255
New York 8 274 527 14 250 6 608 6 293 6 188 5 918 6 747
Newcastle 800 000 2 165 1 677 1 279 909 952 1 602
Nice 343 166 2 113 2 200 1 920 1 386 1 857 1 885
Nurnberg 486 628 2 812 1 489 1 211 690 1 190 1 188
Osaka 177 856 4 141 7 731 8 088 8 621 8 328 7 996
Palanga 185 296 53 536 452 528 752 208
Palma de Mallorca 375 048 1 367 2 775 2 476 1 932 2 368 2 470
Paris 2 125 017 2 113 1 896 1 540 1 004 1 358 1 672
Pisa 87 506 1 756 2 089 1 845 1 336 1 835 1 751
Poznan 564 035 686 1 010 807 450 934 680
Prague 1 212 097 257 1 319 1 086 624 1 139 992
Reykjavik 194 460 12 2 445 2 144 2 144 1 782 2 606
Rome 2 626 640 1 756 2 234 2 024 1 539 2 047 1 878
Shanghai 14 348 535 8 767 7 393 7 779 8 276 8 076 7 594
St. Petersburg 4 569 616 2 103 302 693 1 143 1 065 489
Strasbourg 263 682 2 113 1 713 1 402 859 1 314 1 436
Stuttgart 582 443 2 812 1 637 1 342 806 1 285 1 346
Tallinn 397 235 24 101 388 837 770 282
Tbilisi 1 108 600 21 2 479 2 724 2 797 3 082 2 259
Tokyo 8 489 653 4 141 7 829 8 170 8 711 8 385 8 114
Warsaw 1 704 717 686 938 853 667 1 079 563
Washington 588 292 14 250 6 938 6 630 6 537 6 257 7 086
Venice 269 357 1 756 1 845 1 617 1 126 1 636 1 502
Vienna 1 677 867 323 1 460 1 285 877 1 388 1 098
Vilnius 543 494 53 631 711 809 1 046 266
Wroclaw 633 950 686 1 140 952 577 1 073 794
Zurich 1 121 711 316 1 779 1 488 952 1 427 1 482  
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